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170649 • Ensure the product is in suitable protective packaging 
to ensure against physical damage. 

The terms of this agreement are in addition to any of the terms and conditions which may be implied into the arrangements between lmagineering a 
division of Studio Australia Pty. Limited and the Licensee as a result of any law or specific terms contained in the agreements or arrangements with 
suppliers of lmagineering products (provided that in the latter case if there be any inconsistency between the terms of such agreements or arrangements 
and this agreement, it is expressly agreed that this arrangement shall take precedence.). 
In return for lmagineering continuing to permit the use of the Software (including updates, if applicable) the Licensee from time to time agrees that - 
(a) the Software remains the property of lmagineering; 
(b) the Software shall not, other than for back-up purposes, be copied (whether in whole, in part or in any way whatsoever). 

Please note: 
• Freight is payable by purchaser 
• Only return faulty disk, cassette or cartridge 
• Do not return the original packaging 

IMAGINEERING SOFTWARE LICENSING AGREEMENT 

1. In the event of any defect in the materials or any faulty workmanship under normal use which is notified to lmagineering within seven (7) days of the 
date of purchase, lmagineering (as Distributor) will replace for the original purchaser only, the medium at a charge of two dollars (this $2.00 covers return 
freight) on return by you of the defective medium together with your evidence of the date of purchase or the product can be returned to the place of 
purchase at no additional charge. 
2. Outside the time limit of seven (7) days set out in Clause 1, product must be returned directly to lmagineering. lmagineering will honour the Warranty 
Policy of the Manufacturer/Publisher upon payment by you to lmagineering of any moneys which are otherwise payable to the Manufacturer/Publisher 
and in addition, the payment by you to lmagineering of the sum of six dollars ($6.00) representing a handling fee charge. Should the defective medium 
be a cartridge, then an additional six dollars ($6.00) should be paid to allow for replacement of the cartridge. 
3. If there is no Manufacturer/Publisher's warranty extending beyond the period of seven (7) days, lmagineering will in the event of any defect in the 
materials or faulty workmanship under normal use, which is notified to lmagineering within three (3) months of the date of purchase, replace to the 
original purchaser only, the medium for the sum of fifteen dollars ($15.00) in the case of disks, ten dollars ($10.00) in the case of cassettes, and for the 
sum of twenty-one dollars ($21.00) in the case of cartridges on the return by you of the defective medium. 
4. Please allow a minimum of two (2) weeks for processing. 
Registration. To take advantage of lmagineering's Warranty policy you must return the registration card to lmagineering within seven (7) days of 
purchase. 
Copyright. Any person/persons reproducing any portion of the medium for any reason shall be guilty of copyright violation and shall be subject to legal 
action at the discretion of the copyright holder. 
Disclaimer of Other Warranties. (a) Except for the above warranties and subject to (b) below, lmagineering makes no warranties expressed or implied, 
including that the goods are suitable for a particular purpose or for any purpose, whether such purpose was made known to lmagineering or not. 
lmagineering has not authorised any other person to warrant that the goods are suitable for a particular purpose or for any purpose. lmagineering shall 
have no liability for any damages or injuries to persons or property of any kind arising out of the sale, installation or use of products distributed by it. 
lmagineering's sole liability, if any, will be limited to the replacement of the product. 
(b) Nothing contained in this warranty policy shall be read or applied so as to exclude, restrict or modify or have the effect of excluding restricting or 
modifying any conditions or warranties implied by law (including, without limiting the foregoing, conditions or warranties implied by the Trade Practices 
Act 1974) and which by law cannot be excluded, restricted or modified. 

WARRANTY REGISTRATION 

Primary Use of Computer: 0 School D Office O Home D Other 

Programme Purchased: Date of Purchase .. 

Please complete in full and return to lmagineering within 7 days of purchase to obtain your full backup and 
warranty service where applicable and manufacturer's warranty which we forward on. 

Name: �;s . 
Ms 

Company: . 

Registration No .Version No . 

Store product purchased from: . 

Magazines you subscribe to or read regularly: 
O Australian Personal Computer O Your Computer 
O Australian Business Computer O Comdec 
D Pacific Computer Weekly D Computer World 

O Office News 
D Microworld 
D Modern Office 
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How About a Nice Game of Chess! 

"PRACTICE" You encounter "PRACTICE" opportunities in some of the TUTOR sections. With 
the game paddle/keyboard version, you must select the "PRACTICE" word with the cursor to 
try out moves for yourself on the keyboard. Also, there is a message indicating what the 
practice is all about that appears at the bottom of the screen when this is selected. 

When using the mouse, since you have more freedom of movement with the cursor, the 
PRACTICE word does not appear. To "PRACTICE" all you have to do (after the demonstration 
is over), is to move the cursor onto the board and move the desired playing piece. The 
correct "PRACTICE" message will appear near the bottom of the screen as soon as you 
move the cursor off of the particular "PART". 

NOTE: "PRACTICE" is not always available. See the TUTORIAL section of the USER'S GUIDE. 

HOW ABOUT A NICE GAME OF CHESS! 

Notes and corrections to the User's Guide, 
& 
Supplemental information for using this program with the 
Apple Mouse 
CORRECTIONS TO THE USER'S GUIDE: 

TUTORIAL SECTION: 

Page 82, Diagram No. 3. The note "(black to move)" should be changed to "(white to 
move)". 

Page 84, example 3. In explaining the procedure for checkmate with a King and Rook 
against a lone King, the opening text implies that you must drive the enemy King into a 
corner. As the demonstration on the disk shows, the King does not have to be in a corner 
for the mate. The King will, however, often be moved near or into a corner as the opponent 
tries to escape being pinned down on an edge of the board by the King and Rook. 

FEATURES DICTIONARY 

Page 25, left side of the page, second paragraph from the top. This paragraph points out a 
characteristic of the FLIP option, and belongs in the FLIP entry on page 27. 

USING THIS PROGRAM WITH AN AppleMouse 

The User's Guide was written assuming game paddle/keyboard use. If you use an 
AppleMouse, the following material details some of the differences you will find. 

Your HOW ABOUT A NICE GAME OF CHESS diskette contains two versions of the program. One 
version is for use with the AppleMouse, and the other version is for "non-mouse" use 
(game paddles and/or keyboard control). 

The program automatically attempts to make some decisions by itself. If you have an 
Apple 11, II+, / le, you must have a "mouse card" in the unit to be able to select the mouse 
version. Otherwise, the program automatically loads the game paddle/keyboard version, 
and the operation follows the instructions as presented in the manual. 



How About a Nice Game of Chess! 

If you have a/ Jc, or a mouse card is present in your machine, the program loads the 
mouse version, and assumes that there is a mouse connected to the machine and that 
you wish to use it. To stop the demonstration program that is automatically running when 
you load the program, simply press the mouse button (you may need to keep the button 
depressed for a few seconds-until the cursor stops its automatic movements). 

If you do not wish to use the mouse, type the letter "P" (for "paddle") on the keyboard 
during the "demo". The demonstration will end, and the other version of the program will 
be loaded. You must then select either the game paddle or the keyboard to control the 
game. This is done in the usual manner-by pressing the game paddle button for 
paddle/keyboard control, or by pressing RETURN for keyboard-only control. 

DIFFERENCES IN OPERATION WITH THE MOUSE 

When playing a game with the game paddle or keyboard, the cursor will move only onto 
playing pieces that can legally move, and then will travel only to squares that may be 
legally moved to. The mouse can move the"+" shaped cursor to any piece or square, but 
only allowable pieces and squares will "light up" with a square indicator. If you "click" 
on a square that is not indicated with a small square, a beep will sound, denoting an 
invalid attempt. This "indicator" will always show when a valid move is recognized 
by the program. 

The full procedure is similar for all versions: First, select a piece to move with the cursor. If 
a small square appears over the desired piece, press the mouse button to enter the "move 
mode". Then move the cursor to the desired destination square for that playing piece. If 
this square "lights up", it is a legal move, and the mouse button can be pressed again to 
complete the move. 

"Doorways" With the mouse, you don't have to use "doorways". When using the 
game paddles or keyboard, you must select one of the "doorways" to enter and leave 
the board, or to access the tutor menu ( tOPTION/ +BOARD; tGAME/ +TUTOR; and 
tOPTION/PRACTICE when in one of the tutorial sections with a practice option). 

These selections are unnecessary with the mouse, which can make the cursor roam 
all over the screen area. With the mouse, you can move the cursor directly to whatever 
you wish to do. Therefore, these "cursor directing" options do not even appear on the 
mouse version. 

How About a Nice Game of Chess! 

"CHANGE" & "LEVEL" 

The operation of CHANGE and LEVEL are different because without the mouse you would 
use the game paddle or arrow keys to vary either the piece to be placed on a square, or 
the level of play. 

CHANGE When using the mouse, after selecting CHANGE (move the cursor until CHANGE 
is highlighted. "Click" (press the mouse button) to select this option), use the mouse to 
move the cursor to the square you wish to change. Each "click" (press) of the mouse 
button will change the piece that is on that square. Holding the button down will flip 
through the entire range of possibilities for that square, including the "empty" option. 
When the square contains the desired piece, move the cursor on to another square, 
or move to select the color to move next, or return to the CHANGE option at the right 
of the board to exit this mode and return to normal play. Remember that the CHANGE 
word will not be visible if you have set-up an illegal board position (see CHANGE in the 
FEATURES DICTIONARY). 

LEVEL To change the playing strength of the program when using the mouse, select LEVEL 
with the cursor and "click" the mouse button. The level will advance upwards, one level 
at a time, through the entire range (0-9) with each click of the mouse. After "9", the 
sequence will restart with "0". Holding the button down will automatically advance the 
number. Move the cursor away from this option when the desired level is displayed. 

The mouse hardware allows for more accurate timing controls on the moves, which 
means that the program may play a little differently when using the mouse rather than the 
paddle/keyboard. 

AUTO When "AUTO" is selected, you can choose a different playing strength for black. This 
is accomplished by selecting the "LEVEL" option after AUTO is clicked the first time. The level 
of play is changed in the same way as in the regular LEVEL option. After the desired playing 
strength for black is selected, the AUTO option must be clicked again before the play will 
begin (even if no change is made, AUTO must be clicked again.) 

NOTE: When using the mouse, no commands or operations may be initiated from the 
keyboard. This includes the "I", "O", & "f:( keys that normally access some options while 
the cursor is in the board area. With the freedom of mouse control, you may easily access 
these commands at any time just by moving the cursor directly to the feature. 
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CONTENTS 

Welcome to How About A Nice Gome of CHESS! 

In the manual, "CHESS" is the program, and "chess" is the game. 

This manual is meant to be paged through at your leisure. Feel free to dip in here and_ 
there to discover new ways to hove fun with the program. You can not damage anything 
with your experiments, so use your imagination. 

THINGS EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW · · · · · 4 
Essential facts about the CHESS program. 

QUICK START · · · · · · · · 6 
If you know chess, this lets you get to know CHESS, quickly. 

STEP-BY-STEP · · · · · · 8 
A leisurely walk-through of the steps to follow when playing a game and using the 
CHESS features. A valuable introduction. 

RULES OF THE GAME. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
A look at the chess pieces, and a glossary of rules and special moves that are 
used by the CHESS program. 

FEATURES DICTIONARY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
An alphabetical reference to aid in the use of the features. This section will help in 
case of difficulties when using the features. 

CHESS TUTOR · · . 37 
A six "chopter" introduction to the game of chess, and a guide to using the unique 
learning aids in the CHESS program. 

Printed in U.S.A. 
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INDEX ······· 90 
A cross-reference of key words. If you can't find something, try the INDEX. 
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For those using game paddles, some features ore only visible when the paddle button is 
depressed. In these cases, the description of the feature will show<!::) (press) to activate, 
and@ (release) to return to normal. See STEP-BY-STEP for some additional information . 

.., When the CHESS program is first loaded, it will begin running a short (but repeated) 
demonstration routine that shows some basic procedures for using the program. 
Messages will appear at the bottom of the screen explaining what you are to do. To stop 
the demo and activate the program, you must press RETURN® . 

.., When playing a game and it is the CHESS program's turn to move, no features can be 
activated until after CHESS has made its move. The list of features will disappear and be 
replaced by the one word, "STOP?". Pressing RETURN® will stop CHESS from continuing 
to ''think" about its move, and the best move found so for will be made. The features will 
then re-appear, and you will be in full control once again . 

The OC) symbol refers to the push button on the game paddle, which usually performs the 
some function as pressing RETURN on the keyboard. Therefore, RETURN® means that if 
you ore using the keyboard, press RETURN; and if you ore using a game paddle, press and 
release the button. 

v If you get a DISK ERROR message on the message line, it means that the program was 
unable to obtain useable information when referring to the disk. After making sure that the 
CHESS disk is in place in drivel, press RETURN®. You should be able to continue with 
your use of the program. If a DISK ERROR message persists, you may need to have your 
disk drive head cleaned or the drive "tuned up". 

.., Features are only visible on the "menu" when they can be used. Various features are 
dependent on pre-existing conditions before they can be activated. For instance, Bftl:K 
(take back a move) will not be visible until the first move in a game has been made . 

For simplicity, throughout this manual the symbol ++ refers to the rotating knob on the 
game paddle and the Arrow keys on the computer keyboard. 

-1 You may fully use this program with a game paddle controller, or the keyboard. If using 
the keyboard, all functions may be controlled with the right and left Arrow keys, and the 
RETURN key. 

./ The CHESS disk must remain in the drive l unit as long as you are using the program. 
The disk will need to be accessed from time to time. 
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QUICK START: 
How to not read this manual and still play a game. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
HOW ABOUT A NICE GAME OF CHESS! 
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./ Read THINGS EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW 

./ Consult the bnef messages at the 
bottom of the screen as each option rs 
selected. 

+BOARD moves the cursor to the 
chessboard. •OPTION moves the cursor 
from the board to the menu 

To move a chess piece select 11 with the 
cursor. Press RETURN (!Q) Select a square 
ta move to with the cursor Press RETURN 
®· The move will be made and CHESS 
will begin to respond. 

Skill Levels 

0-basic introductory level. CHESS moves 
in under one second. 
2-intro. level CHESS overages about 5 
seconds/move • OPENING LIBRARY 
5 moderate strength. CHESS averages 
2040 seconds/move. 

For level info .• see LEVEL in dictionary. 

REPLAY and RESUME depend on moves that 
ore still "in memory", but have been 
"token bock' as far as the game on the 
board is concerned. Experiment and use 
the prompts on the display or consult the 
FEATURES DICTIONARY (or the STEP-BY-STEP 
GUIDE). 

./ RESTART will set-up a new game and 
ERASE ALL PREVIOUS MOVES FROM 
MEMORY . 

./ Actvice is o�en available only on levels 
above 3 due to limitations in evaluation 
time. 

• CHANGE rs used lo set-up a special 
position Certain legal conditions mus! 
be met before you can exit this feature 

• The special instructional and reference 
material contained in this program is 
reached by +TUTOR Each CH entry 
refers to a chapter in the manual, 
containing a basic introduction to the ho'A 
and why of venous types of chess play 

All of the "CH' entries and their related 
"sub" menus ore explained on the 
documentation line. 

• There is much more information to be 
obtained in the various secnons of this 
manual. The FEATURES DICTIONARY is the 
definitive reference. STEP-BY-STEP rs a 
detailed guide to the basic functions 
needed to enJoy a game (and more). 

The first thing that we do ofter confronting you with this weighty manual is to try to 
convince you that you don't really need 1t to get around m the progrom. The messages that 
appear at the bottom of the screen tell you what the options ore If you get into trouble, the 
FEATURES DICTIONARY is always here in the monuol, conveniently arranged in olonobencot 
order so that you con quickly find whatever feature you wish to learn more about. After oil, 
the main idea is to ploy chess! The features and this guide have been provided to odd to 
your enjoyment and understanding of the game, and not to be a barrier to ploying. 

The first third of this users guide rs devoted to giving you the most information possible 
about the CHESS program. The STEP-BY-STEP guide is o painless exploration of exactly how 
most of the features work. The RULES OF THE GAME defines some special chess terms and 
tells you how to make special moves such as castling" and "en possonr", 

The "tutorial" section of the manual is designed expressly for newcomers to chess, and 
as a refreshe(' course for those who don t play frequently. It rs pocked with diagrams and 
interesting tips on the ploy of the game. It also serves as a comprehensive guide to the 
problems and exercises that are found on the CHESS disk. There is o lot of material here. 
and you con toke it at your own pace Again. the manual con be considered to be 
supplementary material. since all of the selections you con make from the oroqroms 
special menus ore explained on the screen. In addition, the on-screen demonstrations 
hove their own running commentary that emphasizes the highlights of what is explained 
in the text 

Before using the options on the TUTOR menu, you should read the explanation at the end 
of Chapter One 

The concepts and strategies presented here were selected to help beginning players 
quickly improve their understanding of both the basic and some of the more subtle 
aspects of chess ploy The recommendations given ore not to be thought of as "lows", 
but simply as ideas that hove developed over the years as useful guidelines 

As you gain experience your understanding will grow, and you may find that you need to 
enlarge upon some of these ideas to better suit more complex strategies 

We think that you will enjoy using How About a Nice Gome of Chess! as much as we 
enjoyed constructing it 

7 



STEP-BY-STEP Explore the CHESS Experience 

This section of the manual provides a detailed introduction to the CHESS program By th 
time you have finished this tour, you will know everyttung you need to ploy a game and 
use the game-oriented features. It is assumed that you hove read the first port of the 
manual-THINGS EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW. Feel free to leave STEP BY STEP at any time and 
go exploring on your own You con always re-enter where you left off, or consult the 
FEATURES DICTIONARY for in-depth information. Now. lets begin. 

Insert the CHESS disk into drive number 1 (label side up and towards you). Turn on the 
computer The disk will automatically load into the computer If this does not work, or thL 
computer rs already on, boor' the disk in the normal way for your system 

You hove just "booted" your CHESS disk in drive number 1. After a few seconds, the 
program will be loaded into the computer 

The program will begin with a demonstration on how to move the chess pieces on the 
board. This "demo" will repeat endlessly. 

To stop the demo and begin usmg the program. you will hove to press either the button cri 
one of the game paddles, or the RETURN key on the computer keyboard. 

• If you press the paddle button®, the computer will respond to commands from the 
controller and you may still use the keyboard at any time. 

• If you will be only using the keyboard, press RETURN. The computer will now respond 
ONLY to commands from the keyboard. 

After making your choice. the demo will stop, and you will hove control over the cursor 
movements While looking over the following notes, you con begin your CHESS sxpenenc 
by rotating the game paddle knob ++, or by pressing either of the Arrow keys ++. The! 
controls ore harmless. Nothing will actually be done to anything until you press the poddl 
button or RETURN. 

v REMEMBER: The CHESS disk must remain m the drive unit at all times during the game 
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Step-By-Step 

If you ore using the keyboard, you will quickly notice that the LEFT Arrow + moves the 
cursor up the list, and the RIGHT Arrow+ moves the cursor down (the cursor is the 
"block" graphic that highlights each word as it posses over it). Since it is the only thing 
moving on the screen as you push the Arrow keys ++ at this time, the cursor should be 
easy to recognize If you reach the top or bottom of the list. continue to press the same key 
and see what happens The cursor will automatically "fold over" to the other end of the 
list. Therefore, either key may reach any of the features, but the "LEFT-up, RIGHT-down" 
characteristics will be useful to remember for quick access to any feature. 

• CONCISE DEFINfTIONS of the features appear near the bottom of the display as each 
teature rs "selected" by the cursor. Some "prompts=otso appear there Toke o look 

When you first load the program, you ore always set to ploy at level 0 This is on 
introductory level, and therefore will not ploy a strong game However, even for o strong 
chess player, 1t provides a convenient avenue of familiarization with the program. The 
ploying responses ore very quick (under 1 second). 

MAKE YOUR FIRST CHANGE: 

1. Using ++ (REMEMBER: paddle controller knob-or-Arrow keys), move the cursor 
to FLIP (near the top of the list). 
2. With the cursor resting on the FLIP position, press the RETURN <D and watch the board. 
3. Press RETURN © several times Each time RETURN © is pressed, the white pieces 
trade places with the block. This gives you a different perspective on the board, which 
might be useful as you ploy either the white or block pieces. 
4. Press RETURN ® until the white pieces ore on the bottom, and the block ore on top. 
You ore now bock to where you started 

You hove just unlocked for yourself o "secret" of this program: 

1. Use ++ to select on option with the cursor 
2. Press RETURN (RETURN© or sometimes only <U) to enact that option. 

9 



Step-By-Step 

TRY ANOTHER CHANGE: 

1 Use ++ to move the cursor down from FLIP to LEVEL At this position, the ploying 
strength of the program is adjusted. The levels range from 0 to 9. 
2. With the cursor resting on LEVEL, press RETURN <!0 once 
3. You will notice that the cursor moved to the right and become smaller, covering the 0 
4. Now: use ++ again. The display will step, one by one, through the entire range of 
ploying levels Use ++, and retrace the sequence 
5. When you reach 0, press RETURN<!::>. You are now back to the original setting, and 
may use the ++ to move the cursor away from the LEVEL option. 

This type of change is one of several 'two step ' options, where after you select what yoL 
want, you must assign it a value. 

• The entry for LEVEL in the FEATURES DICTIONARY will help you decide which level to use 

MAKING A MOVE ON THE BOARD 
It is now lime to try a move on the chessboard Check to see if the white pieces are on 
the lower part of the board, and the LEVEL is set to "0". If not, by using the previous two 
examples, you should set these parameters as outlined 

NOW ... move the cursor to +BOARD. This option is what you must select to gain access 
to the chess playing board 

Press RETURN®, and the cursor will jump to one of the white pieces on the board. 

Use ++, and watch as the cursor moves around the board. 

As you will notice. the cursor does not land on every piece The cursor will only land on 
pieces that can legally move from a given posmon In this case (the first move), the cursor 
will land on al I the Pawns, and the two Knights. If you are unsure of which pieces are 
which, consult the section RULES OF THE GAME. 

The cursor will also jump to ioPTION. In a moment, we will make use of this, but for now 
let us continue with the board area 

For the purpose of this example, move the cursor to the Pawn directly in front of the King 

With the cursor in this position, press RETURN ®· 

You will notice that the "menu" has disappeared Don't faint! This is merely 
acknowledging your entry. You are now in the "Move Mode". 
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NOW use ++ You should notice that the cursor moves to each of two squares 
immediately in front of the Pawn These two squares represent the legal moves for this 
chess piece. Keep using ++. The cursor will continue to move back and forth 

Position the cursor over the square that is farthest from the Pawn (2 squares in front) 

Now Press RETURN ®. 

The Pawn begins to flash, both in the original position, and in the new square you have 
selected for it to move to. 

The Pawn has now advanced two squares. You have made your first move. By the time 
you have read this, CHESS will have responded to your move, probably by moving out a 
Knight The program's moves are flashed in the same way as yours 

• All moves are made in the some way: 
1. Select the chess piece to move with the cursor 
2. Press RETURN <ED 
3. Use ++ to scan the possible moves (these may range from 1 to 10 or more, 
depending on the piece and the position) 
4. When you hove selected the square to move to with the cursor, press RETURN ® to 
enter that move. 
5. The chess piece will flash between its squore of origin and its destination 
6. At the conclusion of this flashing, the piece will hove "moved" to the destination 
square. 
7. The program will now toke over, and either make its move immediately, or "think" for 
awhile and then move. 

Let us try one more move before leaving the board for other adventures 

Move the cursor with ++. You might notice that there are some new pieces added to 
those the cursor will visit (the Oueen, the King and the King's Bishop). Because of your 
Pawn move, these pieces are now unblocked and meet the requirements for a legal move. 

With the cursor, select the Queen. 

Press RETURN ®. Now use ++ to see where the Oueen may move. There are more 
possibilities than with the Pawn 
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Wait! You've changed your mind! Maybe the Bishop looks like a better move ofter all. 

Move the cursor until it is covering the Oueen Now press RETURN ®. 

The board hos remain unchanged, and the list of features hos returned. It is as though .., ou 
had never selected the Queen in the first place. 

Move the cursor over to the King's Bishop. Press RETURN <!2>. Use ++ to scan the 
possible moves for this piece. 

Select the square farthest away from the Bishop ( on the upper left edge of the board). 
Keeping your eyes on the board, press RETURN ©. 

After watching the Bishop flash between its two squares, you may hove noticed that vo, 
opponent lost no time in capturing your Bishop. So, it wasn't such a great move ofter al 
Everyone makes mistakes, including Grand Masters With this in mind, the program 
provides a quick remedy. trs called .. BACK. 

----------LEAVING THE BOARD--------- 

Using ++, move the cursor around the board until rt jumps over to the list at the right r» 
the board. It will highlight the word ioPTION. This is the doorway from the board to the 
list. 

Press RETURN<!:». The cursor will jump up to the first feature above ioPTION. You are 
now on the list, and may use ++ to move up and down. 

Notice that the "doorway" you used to get to the list hos changed from ioPTION to 
+eOARD. This is how it looked when you first began using the program. 

Remember: +eOARD directs the cursor onto the chessboard for moving the pieces 
ioPTION directs the cursor to leave the chessboard and remain on the section containing 
the list of features (the "menu") 

TAKING BACK A MOVE 
Now that you hove returned to the "menu", let us continue in our quest to save the white 
Bishop from a tragic end. 

First find BACK on the list (it is just below what is now the +eOARD option). 
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Move the cursor so that 11 covers BACK. While watching the area of the playing board 
where the Bishop was last seen, press RETURN®· The black chess piece will move to 
its original position and your Bishop will hove reappeared 

You have now corrected the results of the "blunder", but the blunder itself is still there. The 
Bishop con be captured again because it is now block's turn to move You must continue 
with the procedure and take-back one more move the sisnops 

watch the board again, and press RETURN ®· The Bishop is now safely in his original 
position 

You could now return to the board with the +eOARD option, and continue playing, as 
though the Bishop never wandered rnto trouble 

Before you do, however, you might take a look at a few more options. 

REPLAY, RESUME, RERUN, and RESTART- 
You have succeeded in taking back one "complete" move, i.e., the move for white and the 
responding move for black. 

The move, however, continues to live in the memory of the computer. There are several 
ways to use this special storage of information. 

When the BACK option was used, two new options appeared on the list: REPLAY & RESUME. 
We will look at REPLAY first. 

Move the cursor to REPLAY. Watch the chessboard and press RETURN �. Press RETURN 
® again. The two moves that were taken back hove been replayed, one at a time. This 
w,11 continue until you hove REPLAY'ed all moves in memory for the current game. 

When you hove replayed the final move, REPLAY will disappear (because it is no longer 
useable), and the cursor will jump to the +eOARD option, making it easy for you to move 
directly bock to the game 

Move the cursor to BACK. Press RETURN ® four times. The board should now look as 
though no moves were ever mode 

Move the cursor to RESUME. Watch the ploying board and press RETURN ®. The board 
hos jumped to the most advanced position that was achieved in the game so far. 
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As with REPLAY, this option disappears when it has performed its Job, and is no longer 
useable A difference here, however, is that the cursor now has magically jumped to the 
board-so that you can easily continue your game. 

For now, let us continue our look at some of these different features. Move the cursor to 
toPrON and press RETURN <U 

Move the cursor to RERUN. Watch the board and press RETURN <E>. The game will 
automatically replay to the end of the game, or to wherever you stopped during the gam 
This command is very versatile You can stop the RERUN at any time by pressing RETUR� 
�- Pressing RETURN CED again will start-up the RERUN from the point you stopped. 

NOW ... 1f you decide that you do not want to continue with whatever is on the chessboc ::1 
the RESTART key will erase the game, with all its moves, from the memory. Once you use ' 
RESTART, the recall options such as REPLAY, RESUME, and RERUN will not be available 

----------SUMMARY: THE FOUR "R"s-------- 

REPLAY: will replay moves one move at a time (up to the most advanced point). This 
feature may be used instead of RERUN, 1f you want to step through previous plays at your 
own pace. 

RERUN: will automatically replay all moves in their proper sequence 

l. If you toke back one or more moves, RERUN will replay those moves that have been 
retracted 
2. If you have not token back any moves, RERUN will always re-enact all of the moves 
played so far in the game, until stopped by the RETURN (!]) key. 
3. RERUN may be stopped at any time by pressing RETURN �. 

RESUME: will instantly restore the game to its most advanced point. 

1. If you have taken back moves in order to review what has Just happened m the game 
the RESUME option will immediately restore the board to the final posinon reached before 
moves were taken back. 
2. If you use RERUN to re-enact an entire game and decide you do not want to wait 
through the entire sequence, stop RERUN and use RESUME to reach the last position played 

RESTART: will set-up the board for a new game It also completely erases a previous 
game, or whatever moves have been made, from the computer memory. 
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--------AUTO, SWITCH, MANUAL, PROGRAM------- 

we will continue our CHESS odyssey by first using the RESTART option This will "erase" the 
few moves entered so far in our "mini game". 

use ++ to move the cursor to RESTART Press RETURN ® The game board is now set-up 
for a new game. 

Move the cursor to AUTO. Press RETURN©. The program will ask you to set the LEVEL for 
the black side. This feature will allow you to play one level against another To vary the 
level for black, use ++, just as in setting your playing level on the menu. If you do not 
want to adjust this level, do not use ++ For now, before continuing make sure the level 
IS set to 0 Press RETURN � 

CHESS is now playing both sides in the chess game. It will continue to do so until: A. 
RETURN � is pressed; or, B The game is concluded ( checkmate or draw) 

You may interrupt the game at any time and begin regular play: 

• If you are using the keyboard, simply press RETURN and wait for the last move to be 
completed. 

• If you are using the game paddles the button must be kept depressed O until a 
chess piece starts to flash, then O. Otherwise, your command may not be noticed 

When play has stopped, the menu will return. You may then select the +eOARD option and 
move to the game board, from where play can proceed as usual The program will 
automatically adjust to play the opposite side in the game. 

Affer watching the computer do all the work for a while, press RETURN (<U, wait for 
move, @). The program will finish its last move and revert to the "normal" status. 

To demonstrate the next feature (SWITCH), you must know what side you are now 
"playing". To do this, move to the +BOARD option and press RETURN ®. Use ++ to 
move the cursor over the pieces. Whatever color the cursor is moving over is the color to 
move next-your color. If you enter a move for this color, the program will assume it rs 
playing the other side and will respond accordingly. 
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Note: The labels directly under the board can also help to see which side is to move. The 
side labelled CHESS is the one that moved last. 

Do not make a move now, but instead, remember which side you ore now playing, and 
select the tOPTION feature and return to the "menu". 

Move the cursor to SWITCH. This option will allow you to "switch" sides with the compute 
i.e., the program will now make the next move for your side. 

Press RETURN <U>. You should notice that one of the pieces you scanned with the cursor 
earlier has now been moved for you. The cursor will reappear on the SWITCH option at th 
conclusion of the move. Should you press RETURN ® again, the program will "switch 
sides" again, making a move for the side it was originally playing. 

You may continue to press RETURN (!2) as many times as you wish, essentially 
duplicating the AUTO function on a step by step basis. 

• When playing a "normal" game, the SWITCH option is very useful 1f you find yourself 
in a losing position, and you would like to see if the computer could take over for you 
and improve your situation (you could then take over the "better" position occupied 
formerly by the computer). If you do not want to play the computers side of the board, 
you must activate SWITCH again. 

It is now time to consider the next option on our agenda· MANUAL. 

Move the cursor to MANUAL. Press RETURN ®. The cursor will be "thrown" onto the 
board, to whichever side's turn it is to move. If this feature is used at the beginning of the 
game, before any moves ore made, the cursor will always go to the white pieces Later m 
the game, it will depend on which side moved last. 

Use ++ to move the cursor Select a piece and press RETURN ®. Select a square to 
move to in the usual manner. Press RETURN �- 

After your move has been completed, the cursor will jump to the other side of the board 

Use++ to move the cursor. As you will see, you are able to select pieces and moves the 
same as for the other side If you enter a move here, after the move is completed the curse' 
will jump back to the other side 

This is what the MANUAL feature is all about. CHESS makes no moves, but assumes the 
role of "Record Keeper" and "Umpire" 
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use this option 1f you wish to make moves for both sides in a game, or, if you wish to play 
a game with a friend. CHESS will not only keep track of all your moves (read about UST in 
the FEATURES DICTIONARY), but will also be an "umpire" in the sense that moves will 
continue to be monitored for their legality. This will prevent errors due to moving a piece to 
a square to which it cannot legally move; errors in "castling"; recognizing "checks" on a 
King, etc. 

Note MANUAL is also used to enter a game into the computer that is token from some 
source such as a book or magazine. Refer to the entry for MANUAL in the FEATURES 
DICTIONARY. 

• When using the MANUAL option, all the other features discussed, such as BACK, REPLAY. 
RERUN. etc., are available as in a "normal" game (playing against the program) 

When you activated MANUAL, the SWITCH option disappeared and PROGRAM took its 
place. PROGRAM will achieve the same results as SWITCH. The reason for this change in 
terminology is to keep the function description accurate When you ore playing a game 
'manually", the CHESS program is not strategically involved and SWITCH would be 
meaningless. PROGRAM, when selected, simply instructs the CHESS program to make the 
next move. You will then be out of the manual playing mode. Mer each use of PROGRAM, 
lhe word "SWITCH" will return to the screen to take its regular place until the MANUAL 
feature is used again. 

------SUMMARY: AUTO, SWITCH, MANUAL, PROGRAM----- 

AUTO: When selected, CHESS will play both sides of the game, switching automatically. To 
stop the game, press RETURN ( or (!:) until a piece starts to flash, then 0). When the 
lost move has stopped flashing the board will revert to normal. 

SWITCH: Instructs the program to change sides and make the next move. With repeated 
use. the program will play both sides, one move for each time RETURN ® is pressed 

MANUAL: In this mode the program will not make moves for either side, allowing two 
. Players to use the video display as the "board" The program will continue, however, 
1o record all the moves, and will not allow any illegal moves. 

,.OGRAM: Instructs CHESS to make the next move. PROGRAM replaces SWITCH when you 
Ire using the MANUAL feature. 

l'his completes the STEP-BY-STEP introduction to CHESS. 

• Consult the FEATURES DICTIONARY for information on any feature. 
17 
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A glossary of specific rules, terms, and special moves that are used by the CHESS program 
and manual. 

• Note· this section does not contain all of the rules of chess, and only defines some 
terms that will be helpful when reading this manual The beginning player 1s encouraged 
to pursue the matter further in the Tutorial section. 

2. Neither piece may hove moved at any time 
prior to castling ( even 1f that piece returns to 
its original square). Moving the King for any 
reason will permanently cancel the castling 
option in that game If one Rook moves it may 
not be used to castle. but the other Rook may 
still be used (until 11 moves). 
3. The King may not castle "out of check". 
That rs, 1f the King 1s under direct attack from 
on enemy piece, castling may not be used to 
move the King lo safety 
4. The King may not costte into check, nor 
may he cross-over any square that is being 
attacked 

Note that "Oueen-s1de" castling involves 
moving the Rook three squares, while "King 
side castling moves the Rook only two 
squares. 

YOU MAY: castle to either side of the board. 
Oueen-side" castling deser'bes the move of 

the King into the Oueen's side of the board. 
"King-side" castling moves the opposite way 
YOU MAY castle ·f the Rook rs under attack The 
Rook may also cross-over squares that ore 
under attack by on enemy piece ( as long as 
rule 4, above, is not broken) 
YOU MAY: castle at any time in the game if the 
"legal" requirements ore met 

To initiate costting during o game with CHESS, 
select the King with the cursor. Press RETURN 
<!::) The castling move will be shown as one 
of the possible moves for the King (the King 
Will be able to move two squares to either side 
Where cosninq is currently permitted. in 
addition to the usual one square move). Select 
the square with the cursor that represents o two 
square jump for the King Press RETURN <!2> to 
enter this move. The King and Rook will 
automatically make the correct move. 

There ore specific rules concerning when and 
if coslhng may toke place 

1. There may be no chess pieces between the 
King and the specific Rook to be castled. 

• You will not be able lo select the castling 
move 1f 11 rs not "legal" to do so 

CASTLE An alternate name for the Rook. 
Nao, the name given to o speclol move for 
lie King and Rook. This move (cosnmq). 
allows the King to move two squares, either to 
lhe right or left Simultaneously, the Rook on 
that side (right or left) moves to the first squore 
on the opposite side of the King. 

The square 
notation us d 
by this prog um 

Names used in 
"descriptive 
notation 

H 

King's Pawn 
--- King's Bishop Fawn 
--- King's Knight p, ·wn 

King's Rook Pa 1n 

G F E D c A B 

8 
7 

6 
5- 

4 
3 
2 
1 

Queen's Pawn -- 
Queen's Bishop Pawn 
Queen's Knight Pawn 

Queen's Rook Pawn - ..&. 
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CHECK This Is the term that describes 
a direct attack on a King. When a piece is 
placed on the board so thot 1t ottocks the 
opposing King, the King rs "in check". Thot King 
must now either be moved or the enemy piece 
"blocked" or captured If there is no escape tor 
the King from o check, the gome 1s over. The 
King hos been "checkmated". 

There are some special rules concerning 
"check": 

A A King moy never move "into" check. Thot 
is, the King moy not move onto o square thot rs 
under attack by the enemy. Similarly, you moy 
not move a chess piece thot will expose your 
own King to direct ottock by on enemy piece 
B. When a King is in check, the check moy not 
be ignored For example, ,t your Queen ond 
your King ore being attacked of the some time, 
the first consideration must be given the King 
even if ,t means losing the Queen. 

When CHESS attacks your King one places you 
in check, it will announce this by displaying the 
word "CHECK" of the lower left comer of the 
screen on the message line. 

IMPORTANT: The CHESS program Wiii not let you 
select o move thot is "illegal". Therefore, it your 
King Is in check, the cursor will only lond on 
pieces that will remedy the check. Also, CHESS 
will not let you move a piece thof will expose 
your King to check. This is o helpful feature, 
since "checks" ore not olwoys obvious to 
those new to the gome. 
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CHECKMATE This Is the winning term used 
when the King on the loslng side Is under 
attack (In check) ond there Is no way to 
escape. The gome 1s over. 

A special characteristic of the gome of ches 
rs thof the King rs never octuolly captured 11 , 
King is being ottocked by one or more enem · 
pieces ond there is no remedy tor these otto s 
(checks), the gome ends before the ottock1n 
piece(s) octuolly swoop in tor the capture, 
allowing the King to ovoid this "indignity" 

CHESS will announce checkmate with on 
audible signal (o tour-beep melody), and thr 
word "CHECKMATE" will oppeor neor the lov ..,, 
left comer ot the screen. 

DIAGONAL This terms describes an 
obllque llne across the playing board. If you 
move in o straight line from the center of one 
square to the center of another square, ond 
the process cross over o point where four 
squares meet, you hove moved d1ogonolly 

• D1ogonally is how you move m a straight 111 e 
one always stay on squares of the same cola 

A "oioqonct" then, describes one of these 
"slanting" lines across the board (as in the 
phrase, "the Bishop wos placed on on open 
diagonal", meaning thot the Bishop wos mov d 
so thot it could enjoy o long range of attack 
on one of these slanting lines of squares) 

• There ore 26 diagonals on the chess board 

When used m conjunction with terms such os 
"file" (vertical) and "rank" (honzontol), one 
can describe ony of the possible straight lines 
of movement on the gome board 

r,RAW A "drawn" game Is one where 
neffh8I' side Is able to conclude the game 
wllb a decisive victory (checkmate). There 
ore several circumstances where o gome 
15 automoticolly declared o draw. 

CHESS will declare o drow under the following 
conditions: 

1. INSUFFICIENT MATING MATERIAL If neither 
side hos the power to checkmate the other, the 
program will declare o draw. This will happen 
lfthef'e ore no pawns on the board ond both 
Sides contain the following hrrutonons of 
material 

A. l King, or 
B. 1 King ond 1 Bishop, or ... 
C. l King one 1 Knight, or .. 
D. 1 King ond 2 Knights 

Note: it is possible under unusual conditions 
to mate with only two Knights and the King, but 
CHESS follows the general cose in its 
declorotion of a drow. 

2. 50 MOVES RULE A draw Wiii be declared If 
there ore 50 consecutive moves by each side 
(100 ploys, total) where 

A. none of them were Pawn moves 
B. none were captures 
C. none were costtes 

3. REPETITION A drow occurs 1f the some 
position occurs three times in o gome, one 
it is the some side to move The program only 
scans the lost 16 moves tor this occurrence, 
so o draw will only be declared if the repetition 
happens during these lost 16 moves 

The MANUAL ploying mode will not declare a 
Qome drown 

Rules of the Game 

• II you ploy into o draw by mistake, and feel 
you should be oble to win, the last moves con 
be token-back. This will give you the opportunity 
of making different moves from the ones thof 
led to the draw being declared. 

CHESS will announce a draw with a four-beep 
melody, and the word "DRAWN" will appear 
neor the lower left corner ot the screen 

EN PASSANT This term describes a speclal 
type of capturing move available to the Pawn. 
The word ,s French tor 'in passing , which 
helps describe the move. 

This move is ovoiloble to Pawns on the fifth 
rank. From this position the Pawn (Pawn 'W') 
attacks two squares on the sixth ronk. 

If on opposing Pawn now exercises its ophon 
to move two squares on the first move, and this 
Pawn (Pawn B ') posses over one ot the 
squares being attacked by Pawn 'W', then 
Pawn "f( has the ability to capture Pawn "B", 
as though rt had only moved one square. This 
is an "en possanl" capture 

This privilege is available only on the first move 
ofter the advance of the enemy Pawn (Pawn 
"B" in our example). 

If on en possanl" capture is possible, the 
CHESS program will show it as one ot the legal 
moves for that particular Pown. The cursor will 
move to the empty square Just behind the 
enemy Pawn that just moved forward. With the 
cursor on this square, press RETURN <!:ll to 
enter the move Your Pawn will now move to 
this square, and the enemy Pawn will 
disappear 
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FILE This is the name given to the vertical 
columns of squares (there are eight of them). 
Each column is a file. 

Each file hos a letter, A to H. The files ore also 
referred to by the names of the pieces that 
stand at each end of the file when the game 
starts. 

The names of the files, from left lo right ore: 

A. Queen Rook file. 
B. Queen Knight file. 
C. Queen Bishop file. 
D. Queen file. 
E. King file. 
F. King Bishop file. 
G. King Knight file. 
H. King Rook file. 

NOTATION The numbers and letters that 
label each square on the board are called the 
notation. Notation is useful for keeping a record 
of the game, or when referring to a specific 
move. 

If a capture tokes place, on "X" is placed 
between the two square notations. So, if the 
Pawn al 82 captured on enemy Bishop at 
square A3, the listing will read "B2XA3". 

• When CHESS is "thinking" about a possible 
move; the notation that is displayed for the 
program's move will flash on and off. II may 
also change as the program considers severa 
different possible moves. 

PAWN PROMOTION When a Pawn 
reaches the eighth rank, ii is immediately 
promoted to a Queen (usually referred to as 
"queening"). See "QUEENING" for more detrn s 

QUEENING When a Pawn reaches the 
eighth rank, it is Immediately promoted to a 
Queen. This privilege is available to all Pawns 
It is perfectly possible to hove two, three, or 
more Queens on the board al one time. 

The CHESS program will outomoticolly change 
any Pawn reaching its eighth rank into a 
Queen. 

RANK This name Is given to the eight rows 
of squares that stretch horizontally across the 
b()(lrd. When a piece moves forward one 
square it advances one rank. 

The ranks, numbered l to 8, ore always 
counted from the perspective of the side being 
referred to. 

This means that the "I st rank" for the white 
side will be the "8th rank" for the block side. 

Looking from white's point of view, its Pawns 
are on the second rank, and block's Pawns ore 
on the 7th rank. From block's point of view, the 
numbers ore reversed 

STALEMATE This is a special type "drawn" 
ending to a game. A stalemate occurs when: 

A. The side to move is not in check, and 
B. Any move mode by this side will result in the 
King being placed in check. 

In other words, although the King is not under 
direct attack, all of the possible moves for that 
side will result in exposing the King to direct 
attack. Since ii is illegal to move the King into 
check, the side to move hos no moves and the 
game is over. 

Stalemate may be considered a "blunder" if 
the winning side (having a significant material 
advantage and/or a possible mote) allows it to 
toke place. 

CHESS will announce a stalemate with a four 
beep melody, and the word "STALEMATE" will 
appear near the lower left corner of the screen. 

Kril!J. Queen . Bishop. .Kniglu:. Pawn , 

If you wish to study some particular endgame 
situation with the Pawn being promoted into c 
lesser piece, you will have to use the CHANGE 
feature to arrange the board accordingly. The 
use of CHANGE will erase the record of the garre 
up lo this point. 

Note: Strictly speaking, the rules of chess do 
not force you lo promote a Pawn to a Queen. 
You may select any piece except the King. 
However, the Queen is almost always used 

CHESS uses a common type of notation, known 
as "algebraic notation". In this type of notation, 
each file is assigned a letter, and each rank is 
assigned a number. Refer to the notation chart 
to see how each square on the chessboard is 
designated. 

When a piece is moved, the notation for 
that move will include the designation for 
the original square the piece was on, and the 
designation for the square that was moved to. 
Thus, if the Pawn on square "82" moved to 
square "84", the listing for that move will read 
"82-84". This is a "move notation". 
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FEATURES DICTIONARY 

ADVICE When ploying against CHESS, you 
con get o suggested move. 

This feature is not always available. There 
is no ADVICE at skill level 0. It will most often 
be available at ploying levels above 3. When 
it is available. it will appear on the menu just 
below OUTWARD. For more details on availability 
consult LEVEL. 

ADVICE may be activated in two ways: 
l. Move the cursor until it rests on ADVICE. 
While watching the playing board, press 
RETURN (!Q). One of the pieces will flash 
between two squares, as in a normal move. 
At the conclusion of the flashing, however, the 
piece will be seen to have not moved after all. 
This is the move that is recommended. The 
cursor will automatically jump to the suggested 
piece, for easy continuation of the game. In 
addition, the notation for this move will be 
displayed near the lower left of the screen. 

2. For added convenience. the ADVICE option 
may be selected during a game without moving 
the cursor off the board. Simply type "ft:' on 
the keyboard. The suggested move will 
immediately be shown, as in (l ). The cursor 
will automatically jump to the suggested piece, 
but you do not hove to make the suggested 
move. The cursor may be moved to any piece. 

This recommended move is derived from two 
sources. When you ore ploying in the OPENING 
LIBRARY. the suggestion will be based on the 
moves stored in the library (see OPENING 
LIBRARY). 
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When "out of the library", the suggestion w11 
be based on the look-ahead search performed 
by the CHESS program. Since the extent of this 
"searching" will vary greatly at different levels, 
the usefulness of the advice given will fluctuate 
as well. If you rely heavily on these suggest1( �s 
throughout a game. CHESS will probably 
maintain an advantage over you. 

AUTO instructs the CHESS program to ploy 
BOTH sides In the game. AUTO may be 
activated ar stopped at any time in o game 

To activate, select AUTO with the cursor. Press 
RETURN ®· The menu will disappear, and ycu 
will be asked to set the skill level for black. Tr s 
will give you the opportunity to select a different 
skill level than that being played by white. 

Adjust the level for black with +.. When the 
desired level is shown, press RETURN ®· The 
CHESS program will immediately begin the 
move (or begin "thinking about" the move), 
for the side currently to play. 

To stop the game: 
A. If using the keyboard. press RETURN and wait 
for the lost move to be completed. The menu 
will then return. 
B. If using the game paddles, hold the button 
down <D until a piece begins to flash. Then 
release@. Otherwise, the command may not 
be "seen". 

You are now "out" of the AUTO mode, and may 
continue the game in the normal fashion. 

BACK This command will retract the lost 
move(s) that were ployed on the board. It is 
usefu I for correcting errors or for reviewing the 
last few moves mode in the game. 

BACK (continued) 

To take back a move, advance the cursor until 
tt rests on B.ACK. While watching the board, 
press RETURN (!Q), The lost move made in the 
game will be "instantly" retracted. Pressing 
RETURN <!:Il again will retract on additional 
move. There is no restriction on the number of 
times you may use B.ACK. You may toke bock as 
many moves as hove been mode. 

Note: When "flipped", the square notation will 
"flip" also. as though inscribed on the board. 
This will not affect move entry, which will 
proceed as usual, but the move numbers 
displayed at the bottom of the board might 
become confusing (if you are trying to follow 
them). Refer to the square notation chart at the 
front of the manual (turn it to correspond to the 
current position of the board). 

Special features for the B.ACK option: 
When BACK is used, the moves that have been 
retracted ore still retained in the computer's 
memory. To "reclaim" these moves there ore 
three options available: 

A. REPLAY You may replay each retracted 
move, one by one. 
B. RESUME This option will "instantly" reset the 
board to the most advanced position that was 
achieved during the game (i.e., the position 
reached before the BACK option was used). 
C. RERUN This option con be thought of as on 
"automatic" REPLAY. When you select RERUN, 
each and every move that hos been token bock 
will be replayed one by one, automatically. 

.; If you toke bock o number of moves, and 
then go directly to the board and make o move, 
this "new" move is now considered the "lost" 
move in the gam-e so for. and the remaining 
"un-reptovsd" moves that were token back are 
lost. 
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Special note: The LIST display will help 
keep track of moves that ore token bock. Each 
retracted move will show-up in "inverse video" 
(block type on white background) on the 
listing. See the LIST entry for additional 
information. 

+BOARD This is the option that directs 
the cursor from the menu to the chessboard, 
allowing the player to select a chess piece 
and move it to a particular square. 

Move the cursor until it rests on +BOARD. Press 
RETURN ®. The cursor will jump to o chess 
piece on the playing board. This piece will 
always represent the color that is to move next. 

Notice that as soon as you activate the 
+BOARD option it will disappear, to be 
replaced by tOPTION. As you move the cursor 
around the chessboard, it will always land on 
tOPTION OS port of its route. Selecting tOPTION 
will move the cursor bock to the menu section 
of the display, and tOPTION will be replaced 
once again by +BOARD. 

Think of +BOARD and tOPTION OS the "revolv 
ing doorway" to and from the chessboard and 
menu. 

CH 1 This is one of the "chapter" entries 
of the tutorlol menu (see +TUTOR). 

CHANGE Using this option, you can create 
any specific board position. 

• If you leave a game in progress to enter the 
CHANGE mode, all memory of the game moves 
will be erased and a "new" game will be 
considered to begin from where the CHANGE 
tokes place. Therefore. you will not be able to 
toke-back moves beyond this new starting point. 
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CHANGE (continued) 

Move the cursor to CHANGE. Press RETURN C!:J. 
After activating the CHANGE option, the menu 
will vanish and the cursor will jump to the 
upper right comer of the board ++ will move 
the cursor to each square of the board. 

Notice the word "CHANGE" in the upper right 
comer of the display This rs where you "come 
n to this mode. one this ts what you must 

select with the cursor to exit and return to the 
menu from where normal ploy may be 
continued If certain conditions ore not met 
the CHANGE word will disappear 

If you hove many changes to make and/or you 
wish to remove "superfluous" pieces, select the 
CLEAR option This will 'erose" all the pieces 
from the board with one stroke Notice that 
when you use CLEAR, the CHANGE word 
vanished. To leave the CHANGE mode at this 
point (the board empty), you must at least 
place one King of each color on the board 
(they must be separated by at least one square). 

The cursor con also be mode to scan over 
the "color to move next 'option. If the words 
"WHITE TO MOVE" ore highlighted by the 
cursor, and RETURN© pressed, the instruction 
will change to "BLACK TO MOVE". Each press 
of RETURN will reverse the instruction. By 
this method, you may designate the side with 
the first move from this position. 

When the cursor is on a square on the 
ploying board that rs to hove a new piece, 
press RETURN <!2). This will change the 
function of ++ from moving the cursor to 
selecting a piece. 
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Using ++, you con scan through all the 
possible pieces to be placed on this square 
When the desired piece is visible, press RETL •N 
@=:> The piece will be placed on that square 
and the cursor may be moved again using ++ 

ii The CHESS program continuously monitors 
the board for various "legal" constromts 
Therefore 

1. You will not be allowed to place a Pawn 01 
the l st or 8th rank (a Pawn on its 8th rank 
would automatically become a Queen. and c 
Pawn on the first rank is simply .mpossibre) 
2. No more than 32 pieces, total, may be 
placed on the board. Strictly speaking, there 
should never be more than 16 pieces of erne 
color. but CHESS is more lenient in this regarc 

This "legal" monitoring is provided to 
help prevent mistakes when setting-up some 
complex position Another aspect of this 
overseeing function is that 

YOU CANNOT LEAVE THE "CHANGE" MODE if 
certain conditions ore not met: 

l. There must be one block King and one 
white King. 
2. If a King is in check, it must be that King's 
tum to move Another vononon on this theme 
both Kings may not be in check at the some 
lime. 

If these requirements ore not met, the CHANGE 
ophon which should appear at the upper nght 
of the display will not be present, and you w1 
not hove entry bock to the menu from where 
you could continue to ploy 

• If the FLIP option was used before entering 
the CHANGE mode. the board will remain 
"inverted". 

CURSOR This term refers to the visual 
"pointer" that you control with the Arrow keys 
<t game paddle knob The cursor may toke 
\'Onous shapes, depending on what 1t 1s 
'pOlnling to". 

The cursor is the means by which you con 
select among the options. and 1t is used to 
select the game pieces that you wish to move 
(as well as the square the piece will move to). 

The cursor will not initiate any change in the 
operation of the program It only shows what 
may be changed. The change or feature will 
only be initiated when RETURN (!}) is pressed. 

EXIT? Use to end a tutorial demonstration 
(see +TUTOR). 

RIP The purpose of this feature Is to change 
Ille perspective of the board by turning It 180 
degrees. 

This will reverse the relative top-to-bottom 
positions of the white and block pieces The 
reasoning behind the feature derives from the 
fact that when ploying chess on a physical 
board, the player using the block pieces views 
lhe board d1fferent1y than the "white" player 

Although the vertical board of the video screen 
gives a "bird's-eye" view that is somewhat 
different from usual ploy the FLIP option con 
simulate the natural change of perspective. and 
can be valuable for keeping "in practice" with 
this aspect of the game 

A GAME This directs the cursor to move 
from the +TUTOR menu to the game features 
menu. It is only visible ofter you hove entered 
the +TUTOR menu 
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INWARD This Is a special feature that 
wlll show what chess pieces are affecting 
(attacking or defending) any specific square. 

INWARD moy be selected on the menu by the 
cursor in the usual way, or may be selected 
during a game without having to move the 
cursor from the game board 

When using the menu, select lh1s option with 
the cursor Press RETURN ©. The cursor will 
Jump to square H-8 (the upper right corner. 
unless the board hos been • flipped"). The 
cursor may now be moved around the board 
using++. 

When you hove chosen a square to be 
investigated, press RETURN • Any pieces 
that ore attacking or defending that square will 
show a "union jock" type figure superimposed 
over the piece Press RETURN O once more to 
'free" the cursor so 11 may be moved. 

Nole: The word "INWARD" is your exit from 
this mode Move the cursor to this word and 
use RETURN <B to return to the menu (and 
normal ploy) 

From the board: When you ore ploying a game, 
the INWARD feature is available without having 
to move the cursor to the menu Simply type the 
letter "I". This will implement the feature just as 
though you had selected it from the menu with 
the cursor Mer typing "I'' use ++ to move 
the cursor around the board Press RETURN <D 
to look at a specific square. the some as 
described above. To leave this option and 
return to normal ploy, simply press the "I" 
again. 

• For the beginning chess player, INWARD con 
be used to discover ill-advised moves before 
they ore mode, by letting the player know what 
enemy pieces ore ottock1ng a square to which 
a move rs being considered 
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How About A Nice Gome or CHESS! 
SKILL LEVELS 

LEVEL This option allows you to adjust the 
ploying strength or the CHESS program. 

Note: The manner m which CHESS finds its 
move does not always allow 11 lo come up with 
the miormonon needed for the ADVICE feature. 
The ovoilobility of this feature also depends 
on the level selected The explanations of the 
various levels will give you o good idea when 
this feature rs useoble. 

To odJusl the skill level. move the cursor lo 
LEVEL. Press RETURN® The cursor will now 
h1ghhghl the number or letter lo the right of the 
option. Use ++ lo scan through the range of 
levels available When the desired level is 
reached press RETURN The selected level 
will be entered. and the cursor will move bock 
lo the LEVEL option. 

Only 40"complete" moves ore displayed at 
any one time ( 40moves for white, + 40moves 
for black). Any other moves that may have been 
made ore not "lost", but may be seen by using 
some of the other features such as 

To access the listing select LIST with the cursor. 
Press RETURN <!:J The lost 40 moves w1I be in 
view. To return to the menu again, press 
RETURN@ 

tournament guideline is Iha! each player may 
toke no more than two and one half hours lo 
think about and make 40 moves. In regulation 
play you and your opponent each hos a lime 
clock that measures the duration of each move 
Aller you make a move, you turn off your clock 
and turn on the opponents, The times on each 
clock then represent the time used by each 
player for their moves This rs the only reliable 
way to determine the total amount of time used 
by the individual players. 

The moves ore recorded in the proper 
sequence using algebraic notation. The 
notation chart in the front of the manual w111 
allow identification of each square with the 
some olpho-numeroc name" that is used in 
the listing. 

LIST Selecting this feature wlll allow you to 
see the game record for the gome you ore 
playing, or hove Just finished. 

LEVEL 3 IS SIIII weak in the middle port of 
lhe game but gains much strength n the 
endgame. The ADVICE feature will appear more 
often, but the same nrrutonons apply as 
menhoned m level l 

LEVELS 4, 5, & 6 become increasingly stronger 
as the program gains more lime lo consider a 
wider range of move possibilities. Beginning 
especially al level 6. the program is much more 
capable of foreseeing some of your tricky 
combinations that can catch lower levels off 
guard By the same token, watch out for traps 
set for you by the proqrorn' 

LEVEL 2 is identical with level l. except that the 
OPENING LIBRARY hos been added. giving the 
player access lo well known styles of opening 
moves while snll at on otherwise weak playing 
level See OPENING LIBRARY elsewhere in the 
FEATURES DICTIONARY 

• All the levels above l use the OPENING 
LIBRARY. 

LfVEL (continued) 

LEVEL l hos wry httte more time than level 
e In the opening port of the game it will 
probably ploy srnuoriv to level 0. As the game 
progresses and there ore fewer ploying pieces 
18f1 on the board, the proqroms game will 
beCome o little stronger II is still too weak to 
ptoy a good endgame. If the program runs out 
of time before reaching o certain point m its 
search for o good move, the ADVICE feature will 
not be ovmloble 

2-4 
2-5 
3-6 

Approx 
Average Sear h 

Depth (ply 

2 min. 
l -3 min. 
2 6 min 

7 
8 
9 

Advanced levels 

LEVEL 

SKILL LEVELS (continued) 

Approx. 
Average Time 

Per Move 

LEVEL 0: This 1s the basic ntroductory level II 
performs on "instontoneous evaluation of m 
position of the CHESS program's playing piece 
and makes o move It can leach the beginner 
about blunders' and not much else II rs 
porticulortv weak m the endgame (when then, 
ore few chess pieces left on the board). The 
program may have o problem figuring out ho· 
to checkmate you 

• The times listed for each level are only very 
general approximations, and con vary w1de11 
from move lo move and from game to game 

At level 0, the program is not able to give 
ADVICE. If you need o suggestion, use the 
SWITCH feature to change sides with the 
program CHESS will then toke over your 
position and make o move Use SWITCH ogo1r 
to return to ploying your original side in the 
game 0 

0-1 
0-l 

(OPENING LIBRARY) 

Approx. 
Average Search 

Depth (ply) 

l sec. 
5 sec 
5 sec 

Approx. 
Average Time 

Per Move 

0 
l 
2 

LEVEL 

Introductory levels 

Intermediate levels 

3 
4 
5 
6 

10 sec. 
10 20 sec. 
20 40 sec 
40-80 sec 

0 l 
0-2 
l-3 
2-4 

LEVELS 7, 8, & 9 show the real strength of 
the CHESS program. Nol only can it play good 
defense. but 11 also can be o true terror on the 
attack. The play of the endgame is good 
enough to sometimes make up for losses m on 
earlier port of the game, so be prepared to fight 
11 out to the end Level 9 con be considered 
Yery roughly to fall within the time regulations 
for official tournament ploy One common 

RERUN: the sting will follow· the game on 
the board. If ot lhe end of the game you have 
played 60 moves, only the lost 40 will be 
vtsible on the listing When RERUN rs activated 
the listing wil' reset to show the first 40 moves. 
and will increment forward as needed. 
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LIST (continued) 

BACK: this is a much more tedious method of 
moving the list bock After having token-bock 
the lost 20 moves of the game, the list will then 
begin to scroll bock. 

WHEN MOVES ARE RETRACTED: LIST will 
show this by highlighting each move that hos 
been token-bock. This is especially helpful 
when you ore re-ploying your game, and wont 
to look at o particular move. This "highlighting" 
will affect one move at a time when using 
BACK, or will cover the entire game when RERUN 
is used. During RERUN, as each side moves, the 
notation for that move will return to normal. By 
this means you can always tell what move 
number you ore on ( stop the RERUN and toke o 
look at the list. RERUN may be restarted again 
and again). 

./ Note: When you use features such as 
RESTART and CHANGE the listing for your lost 
game (or game in progress) will disappear. 
This is because all moves currently in the 
computer's memory will hove been erased. 

MANUAL In this mode, the program will 
not make a move for either side, allowing two 
players to play a game between themselves. 

Select MANUAL with the cursor. Press RETURN 
C!2l. The cursor will jump to the board. The 
side the cursor selects will always be the side 
that is to move next (at the start of the game the 
cursor will always move to the "white" side). 

After o move has been entered for one side, the 
cursor will automatically jump to the other side 
and ploy should continue in the usual way. 
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TO RETURN TO REGULAR PLAY, select PROGRAM 
This will instruct CHESS to make the next me ,e 
You then have the option, after CHESS moves 
to continue the game manually (select MAN' Al 
again) or to begin ploy against the prograrr 
(move the cursor to the board and begin 
normal ploy). 

Since the program is not searching for rnov s 
in this mode, the ADVICE feature will not be 
available. Use the PROGRAM feature as 
described above if you desire the CHESS 
program to make a move. All of the other 
features will function normally. This includes 
the full listing of the game. 

./ Note: While in the MANUAL mode, the 
program continues to monitor the board for 
legal moves. You will not be allowed to rnov 
into check, or to "castle", etc.. if the pieces , '.) 
not meet the requirements. Checks, mates, cno 
stalemates will be announced. "DRAWS" wi 
not be announced. 

If the cursor does not move to a piece it is 
because you cannot legally move that piece 
Because of this "monitoring" feature, CHESS 
performs the role of a ploy by ploy umpire ir 
games between two humans. All decisions e 
final. 

• MANUAL is particularly useful for replaying 
and studying games that ore to be found in 
various books and magazines. 

To "enter" a game into the computer, first 10( ·k 
at each move notation as listed in the book 
and then make the corresponding move on t 1e 
board. The cursor will always jump to the 
correct side to move next. 

MANUAL (continued) 

once you hove entered the entire game in this 
fashion, you may study the game with any of 
the options normally available in the MANUAL 

ploying mode. You should be careful not to 
erase your entry before you ore finished 
analyzing it. If you go to the board and try out 
O move, all entered moves that would have 
occurred after this point in the game are then 
erased. Also CHANGE and RESTART will erase 
move entries. 

MENU This is the term that refers to the list of 
selectable options and features. These options 
may be thought of as "on the menu". 

The CHESS program has a number of menus. 
The primary ones ore: 

1. the game features menu (main menu) 
2. the tutorial menu 

Each "CH" entry in the tutorial menu hos its 
own menu of instructional segments. Most ore 
made up of "PART" options. The menu for CHl 
is made up of pictures of the various chess 
pieces. 

To get from the main menu to the tutorial menu, 
select +TUTOR with the cursor and then press 
RETURN<!:). 

OPENING LIBRARY This is not a 
selectable feature, but it is a feature of the 
CHESS program, nonetheless. 

The "opening library" refers to the storage of 
a series of moves and counter moves that ore 
known to provide strong ploy during the 
"opening" moves of the game. 
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• The CHESS program has about 7,000 of 
these moves stored in the program. This forms 
a solid core of the most frequently encountered 
moves and counter moves ( as well as many 
that are more "unusual"). Because of the rapid 
increase in different move possibilities with 
each ploy, on opening library with ten times 
this number of moves would effectively add 
an advantage of only a couple of more moves. 
At least one large "main frame" computer 
program has on file over 250,000 of these 
moves, which must be updated and corrected 
on a constant basis as new and "better" 
moves ore discovered. 

When ploying a game at skill level 0 or 1 the 
opening library is not used, and the opening 
moves ore weaker. Because of the inability to 
search for and find a good move this early in 
the game, the program will usually move out 
the two Knights first when not using the library. 
All of the other levels make use of the library. 

When you make your first move the program 
will scan the "library" to see if your move is in 
it. If it is, then the program selects from one or 
more different responses to the move. This 
process usually takes about one second ( or 
up to 10 seconds). 

If the move you make is not in the library, the 
program will hove to ponder your move in the 
usual manner and will toke considerably 
longer in selecting a move. 

• There ore some lines of opening ploy where 
the program may draw from the library as 
many as 16 moves before having to evaluate 
the position. 

SPECIAL NOTE: As long OS the program is 
still able to use the opening library, the ADVICE 
feature will suggest a move from the library. 
Otherwise, the suggestion will be based on the 
look ahead search. See ADVICE. 
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tOPTION This directs the cursor to move 
from the chessboard lo the menu. allowing 
the player access to the variety or features 
listed there. 

The tOPTION directive will always be one of the 
places the cursor will Jump to when scanning 
the pieces that may be moved on the board. 

See +BOARD 

OUTWARD Wiii show which squares and 
pieces are affected (attacked or defended), 
by any speclnc piece. 

The selection of OUlWARD may be mode from 
the menu m the normal fashion, or may be 
initiated dunng a game without moving the 
cursor from the board 

From the menu: select OUlWARD with the cursor 
and press RETURN © The cursor will Jump to 
one of your pieces ( or a piece of the player 
Whose tum it is to move) 

Using ++ lo move the cursor, select the piece 
you wish lo investigate Press RETURN<!:>. 
The OUlWARD display will now be v1s1ble as a 
"union Jock" type of symbol in each square, 
and superimposed over every piece that your 
selected piece affects. Notice that there is no 
discrimination between fnendly pieces and 
enemy pieces To tree" the cursor to move 
again. press RETURN ®. 

To return lo the normal ploying mode, move the 
cursor lo OUlWARD at the right of the board and 
press RETURN® 

From the board: When you ore ploying a game. 
the OUlWARD feature may be conveniently 
accessed without moving the cursor from the 
chessboard Simply type the letter ·o on the 
keyboard. This will put you in the OUlWARD 
mode, the some as selecting the option from 
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the menu Alter pressing the o· key, move e 
cursor with ++ as before, and press RETu1 1 
<!:> to view the OUlWARD display for any 
selected piece Press RETURN CD again to 
d1ssengoge" from that piece and move to 

another Press the "O" key a second time to ,:,�1• 

from this mode. 

• This feature rs useful to the beginning ere. c; 
player who may not always remember hov. 1 
porticulor piece may move. or how 11 ottoc� 

PART (1, 2, etc.) These ore options to be 
found otter selecting one of the "CH" entr s 
on the lulor1ol menu (CH2 through CH6) ( ee 
+TUTOR). 

PLY This is a term that comes up occosior ,v 
when some of the features ore being explo d 
II is used to indicate the extent of the "seorc 
performed by the CHESS program for each 
move 

A l-plv search means the examination of ec ' 
possible move by the CHESS program. and I' ' 
evaluation of each resulting position. CHESS 
con then Judge the resulting scores and arr 
al a "best move" A 1-ply search is the mini 
mum needed to protect against many types 
"obvious" blunders. 

A 2-ply search implies that CHESS wlll. in 
addition, consider every possible reply by tr 
opponent to every possible move by CHESS 

1e 
resulting positions ore then evaluated ond sc ired 

PRACTICE when visible, allows the ploy i 
to enter the board and try-out moves (see 
+TUTOR). 

PROGRAM When ploying In the MANUA 
mode, selecting this wlll Instruct CHESS to 
make the next move. and gives you the 

,.OGRAM (continued) 

oppottunlty to resume normal play (against 
CHESS). PROGRAM IS only visible after MANUAL 
hOS been activated and ii replaces SWITCH on 
the menu (just above AUTO) See the entry for 
MANUAL 

To use. move the cursor to PROGRAM. Press 
RETURN ®. CHESS will immediately lake-over 
the next move When the move hos been com 
pleted. PROGRAM will have vanished from the 
menu, to be replaced by SWITCH. This indicates 
tt,ot you ore no longer m the MANUAL mode. 

You now have the choice of either. 

1. Moving the cursor lo the board, and 
continuing the game against the CHESS 
l)(ogrom, or ... 
2. Selecting MANUAL again, to continue ploying 
the game with a friend 

QUIT Use lo leave the CHESS program. This 
option will automohcolly "boor another disk 
lhCJI is placed in the disk drive BEFORE you 
oct1vote QUIT. 

To use: select QUIT with the cursor. Press 
RETURN ® The message "Insert system disk 
and type O wlll appear Place another program 
diskette m the drive 1 unit Type "O" The CHESS 
program will then disappear. and the drive-l 
disk unit will be activated, loading into the 
computer whatever program is on that pornculor 
diskette If you change your mind about 
QUITIING, press RETURN ® instead of 
"Q" with the CHESS disk in place. 

REPLAY This feature will show a replay of a 
niove that has been taken back. 

This option will only appear after B.bCK hos 
been used or if RERUN is initialed and then 
lltopp00 before reaching the end of the moves 
stored in memory for that particular game. 
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When useable, REPLAY will appear just below 
BPCK on the menu. 

To use, advance the cursor to REPLAY. Press 
RETURN . The move that was onginolly 
mode here dunng regular ploy (and then token 
bock), will be shown moving in the some 
manner as in a game. 

If there ore more moves ovouobte for recall. 
continue pressing RETURN CD for each move 
you want replayed. Mer the final move REPLAY 
will disappear. ond the cursor will appear on 
the +BOARD option 

RERUN This feature will automatically replay 
oil or the moves In a game. 

It may be used al any time dunng the course of 
a game to replay the moves mode thus for The 
moves will be mode by flashing the pieces in 
the normal manner. You con always tell what 
move number you are on by slopping RERUN 
and consulting the game listing See LIST 

To start the RERUN, select the option with the 
cursor. Press RETURN © The process will 
begin 1mmed1otely 

RERUN may be stopped al any time by pressing 
RETURN®· The menu will return. signifying 
the return to the normal ploying mode You con 
enter the game at this point and begin ploy 

• RERUN may be activated at the end of a 
game and it will replay the entire game. 

• RERUN may be activated during a game snn 
in progress and 11 will replay all moves mode 
up to that point 

• RERUN may be activated after B.bCK hos been 
used one or more times, and ii will replay the 
moves that hove been token bock 
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RESTART This feature Is used to set-up the 
board ror a new game. It may be used at any 
time. 

-11 Note: The use of RESTART will "erase" the 
memory in the computer of your previous game 
(or partial game) The listing will disappear 
and there will be no RERUN option available 
The game is gone 

To use, select RESTART with the cursor Press 
RETURN®· 

RESUME restores the game to its most 
advanced point. 

It may be used 

A. ofter S,CK rs used, 
B. ,1 RERUN ,s stopped before reaching the 

final move in a game 

RESUME rs only ovouoble when one of these 
other features is in use. When available, ,twill 
appear near the bottom of the menu Just above 
RESTART. 

To use, select RESUME with the cursor Press 
RETURN <£> The board will ,mmediolely Jump 
to the most advanced point and the cursor will 
appear on the board. 

• When using RERUN. 1f you decide you do not 
wont to wait for the RERUN to step through the 
entire game, stop RERUN and use RESUME lo 
instantly advance to the final position 

SWITCH This option Instructs the program 
to switch sides In a game. Since you con only 
select features when 1t is your move, when 
SWITCH rs activated the computer will begin the 
next move immediately 
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To use, select SWITCH with the cursor Press 
RETURN @ The CHESS program is now 
making or 'thinking ooour" the next move 

Use SWITCH if you wont to ploy the block pie es. 
Before the game starts. select SWITCH The 
program will move the white pieces througr J' 
the game, or until SWITCH is activated again 

+TUTOR This is the "doorway" to the 
special menu or instructional and reference 
material. 

You may choose between six d1fferenf 
'chapters' of mtormotion concerning basic 
moves and strategies of the game of chess 

Move the cursor to •TUTOR and press RETU 
<!:). You will now be on the lulonol menu, J a 
may move the cursor over the possible 
selections 

• Notice that the word •TUTOR hos been 
replaced by the word AGAME. This new word s 
what you must select with the cursor lo retur 
to the regular game menu of features (and t 
return to ploying a game). 

A GAME This directs the cursor to move t· 11 
the TUTOR menu to the regular game reatur , 
menu. It is only visible ofter you hove enleff 
the TUTOR menu ( •TUTOR) 

CHl This is one or the "cnopter" entries 
round in the tutorial menu ( •TUTOR). 

When on the tutorial menu, you hove o cno � 
of six "CH" entries, numbered one through 
Eoch "CH" entry refers directly lo a "Chapter 
found in the lost half of the CHESS Use(s G e 
and offers on-screen demonstrations of sor 
of the rules and tocncs needed to ploy on 
effective game of chess 

.nJT()R (continued) 

nierefore, "CHl" refers to Chapter One m the 
monuol, "CH2" is for Chapter Two, etc. 

To use. you must first be on the Manoi 
menu Once you hove selected •TUTOR and 
entered this menu. move the cursor to lhe 
deStred CH entry and press RETURN •) 

The regular features menu al the right of the 
t,oord will disappear, lo be replaced by the new 
menu for whichever entry you selected You 
may scan these new menus and select 
between the options the some as with the 
,egulor features menu 

• By watching the documentolton line at the 
bottom of the screen as you move the cursor, 
you con see a description of the contents of 
eoch of these entries 

To return lo the normal game ploying mode, 
you must oqom select the some "CH" entry that 
was selected m the first place (ti will still be 
Visible m its original posinon) Move the cursor 
to this entry and press RETURN<!:). The regular 
features menu will reappear. and you will now 
be bock to the normal ploying mode, and may 
move off of this menu by selecting AGAME. 

• A special choroctensnc of these CH 
selections is that you may view them at any 
time, even when ploying a game. If o game rs 
m progress. you may enter the TUTOR menu and 
select any of the ''CH entries. and watch the 
demonstrations they contom When you exit the 
"Chapter", you will find that your game is JUSI 
OS you left II 

� If you wish lo return to a game in progress, 
you must not go on to the board when given 
the opportunity to PRACTICE such as ofter the 
demonstration of how the pieces move m 
'CHl · If you choose to "PRACTICE", then your 

Qame will be erased 

Features Dictionary 

PART (1, 2, etc.). These ore options to be found 
ofter selecting one of the "CH" entries on the 
tutorial menu ( •TUTOR). 

After you hove selected a "chapter" entry on 
the tutonol menu, the regular game features 
menu will be replaced by the 'CH menu On 
chapters two through six, the menu will be 
mode up of "PART 1 ". "PART 2", etc. These 
ports ore described in the oppropnote chapter 
of the users Guide. 

• You will also see a description of the 
contents of each PART by watching the 
documentation line al the bottom of the screen 
as you scan over them with the cursor. 

EXIT? Use to exit a tutorial demonstration. 
This message con oniy appear during a 
demonstration that is port of the tutorial section. 
When viewing o demonstration. if you press 
RETURN this message will appear at the 
nght of the game board for o few seconds 

1. If you hove stopped the demonstration to 
toke a closer look. and then wish to continue, 
wail unhl the EXIT? message disappears before 
pressing RETURN® again. The demonstrohon 
will then continue until ii is finished. 
2. If you w,sh lo ex,t the demonstration and go 
on to something else, press RETURN<!:) dunng 
the time that the EXIT? message rs there. 

PRACTICE Use to try out your own moves 
when using the tutorial section. This option 
appears only ofter v1ew1ng some of the 
demonstrations contained in the CH" entries 
found on the Morral menu ( •TUTOR). 

Any time this appears, you hove the opportunity 
lo go on lo the board and try some moves 
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+TUTOR (continued) 

Move the cursor until it rests on PRACTICE. Press 
RETURN <D. You will now be able to move the 
cursor around the board and make moves for 
the white ploying pieces. 

Notice that ofter you selected PRACTICE, this 
word disappeared, and was replaced by 
ioPTION. As you move the cursor around the 
board, one of the places it will land on will be 
the word ioPTION, which you must select with 
the cursor when you wish to leave the practice 
board. 

v' Do not select PRACTICE if you pion to return to 
o game in progress ofter viewing the tutorial 
demonstrations. If you do so, the game will be 
erased. 

An Introduction and Beginne(s Reference Guide to the Game of Chess. 

This section of the User's Guide hos been developed to let you in on the ground floor of this 
1ascinoting and often complex game. The Tutorial section is divided into two main groups. 

The first group is for the newcomer who wonts to learn what the different chess pieces ore, how 

mey move, and how mev-con be used to capture the opponents chess pieces. 

• Throughout this section, the term "chess piece" refers to any of the ploying pieces used by each 
side In typical chess terms, the word "piece", when used alone, refers to ploying pieces other than 
the Pawn. 

The second group is where the heart of the game is explored. What ore the goals to set-and how 
do you make your chess pieces work together to realize these goals? By learning more about the 
ways in which you con attack your opponent, you also con learn to recognize and defend against 
the some types of attack on your own forces. Your chess army con then be used much more 
effectively in carrying out your strategies. 

GROUP ONE 
The Basic Rules of Ploy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 
Chapter 1. How the chess pieces move 

ond capture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
Using the disk Moriol . . . . . . . . . 43 

Chapter 2. Check and Checkmate 46 
Chapter 3. Special moves for the pieces . . . 55 

GROUP TWO 
Chapter 4. The Opening: Some strategy 

ond tactics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 7 
Chapter 5. The Middle Game: Tactics 

for attack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
Chapter 6. The Endgame: Some specific 

procedures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 
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Each chapter number refers to one of the "CH" entries that appear on the TUTOR menu. Select +TUTOR 
with the cursor and press RETURN ®. By now using the right and left arrow keys or game paddle 
knob ( ++ ), you con move the cursor around to each entry. Press RETURN ® to activate your 
selection. 

After this selection, the original features menu will disappear. to be replaced by o new range of 
choices. This "CH" menu may be scanned with the cursor and on individual port selected, just as 
when using the features menu. As you move the cursor, the documentation line at the bottom of the 
screen will give o brief description of what each selection contains. 

You may go bock to the "requlor" menu (and the game), by selecting the some "CH" option with 
the cursor and pressing RETURN <!::). You will then exit this section and be returned to normal ploy. 
• The "CH" option will continue to remain visible in its original place at all times when you are on 
the special menu. 
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SOME OF THE BASIC RULES OF PLAY --- TUTORIAL CHAPTER 1: 
How the Chess Pieces Move and Capture 

The General Chess Set-up and Play of the Game 

Chess is played by two people (or one person, a computer, and the CHESS program). T'le 
playing board is composed of 64 squares, which are alternately colored light and dark 
The placement of the board is such that there is always a light square on the corner to he 
right of each player. · 

Each player begins with 16 chess pieces at opposite ends of the board. 

The object of the game is to "checkmate" the opponents King. The one who accomplis 1es 
the checkmate wins. For definitions of "check", "checkmate", and some other special 
rules and terms, see the section "RULES OF THE GAME". These will also be covered furthe 
along in the manual. 

The player with the lighter pieces (referred to as "white", regardless of actual color), 
always moves first. 

The play then alternates from side to side. There is no such thing as "passing" a move n 
chess. Each side must move something, somewhere, whether a capture is made or not. or 
the game is over. 

A move takes place when a playing piece is transferred from one square to another. 

A capture takes place when a chess piece is moved onto a square that contains a chess 
piece of the opponent. The opponents chess piece on that square is then removed from 
the board, and can not re-enter the game. The second chess piece now occupies that 
square. 

In general, you may never move a chess piece to a square that already contains one of 
your chess pieces. And, except for the piece called the Knight, one chess piece may neve 
Jump over any chess piece, whether it is yours or your opponents. 

A game does not always end with a "winner". If both players lose too much material 
before one of the players can checkmate the other, both may be left with less than is 
needed for a checkmate. In this instance, the game immediately becomes a "draw" ( a tie 
game). There are other ways for a game to end in a draw. See the definitions for Draw ard 
Stalemate in the RULES OF THE GAME. 
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IMpORTANT. Instructions for using the +TUTOR options for this and other chapters are found 
otter the descriptions of the chess pieces. 

THE CHESS PIECES 

tRemember that the terms "capture" and "defend" refer to the same powers of a playing 
piece. The area of influence for any chess piece may be seen by use of the OUlWARD 
option, which shows not only where a chess piece might attack, but which of your own 
pieces it might defend (protect). If one of your chess pieces can capture an opponents 
chess piece on a specific square, it can also defend one of your own chess pieces on the 
same square. Defend in this case means that you can capture an enemy chess piece that 
captures the "defended" chess piece. There is no absolute defense, only the threat of 
recapturing the attacker, or blocking with another of your chess pieces. 

• To give you an idea of the value of each chess piece, a number called the "relative 
value" is given. These numbers are based on the attacking power. The real value of any 
piece may vary depending on its position on the board (which determines its usefulness). 

PAWN (No. of pieces: 8. Relative value: l ) The Pawn can only move forward, and 
generally for only one square at a time. It always moves towards the opponents side of 
lhe board. When a Pawn reaches the last square on the board in its forward progress, it 
immediately changes into another chess piece. It must change, and may not remain a 
Pawn in this position. It may change into any other chess piece except the King. For 
convenience, when playing with the CHESS program, it automatically becomes a Queen, 
With all of its powers. It is for this reason that the Pawn, although of limited attacking 
Power, is ultimately of great importance. 

There are three basic types of moves for the Pawn. 

1. On the first move for any Pawn, there is an option to move either one or two squares 
forward in a straight line. This variation in the Pawn's move was introduced to help speed 
up the opening part of the game, but the two move option may be used at any time, as 
long as it is the first move for that Pawn. Note that the Pawn can not jump over another 
chess piece (on the first move or any other move). 
2. After the first move for a Pawn, it may only move one square at a time, and in a forward 
direction. 
�- The Pawn is the only playing piece that does not capture in the same way that it moves. 

e Pawn may only capture another piece that is located on a square mot is in front of, 
no diagonally adjacent to tile square the Pawn is on. This means that the Pawn captures 
an angle. If a chess piece is located directly in front of a Pawn, it is safe from attack 

om that Pawn. The Pawn may only move diagonally when capturing. 
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4. There is a specific 1ype of capture available to tlle Pawn under certain conditions call d 
"en possonr" capture. For more information, see tlle RULES OF THE GAME, and Chapter 
Three of this section. 

• Select me Pawn symbol on me CHl menu for a "movie" starring a Pawn, and also a 
chance to PRACTICE moving and capturing enemy c�ess pieces. 

KNIGHT (No. of pieces: 2. Relative value: 3) The Knight moves and captures with a tllree 
square "jump". The three squares are not in a straight line, but in an ''I:' shaped pattern 
As tlle Knight "jumps" to its destination square, it can not be blocked by any chess piec 
Any enemy chess piece that may be jumped over is not captured or affected in any way 
Captures are only made on tlle destination square. The Knight is tile only chess piece thct 
has tile power to jump over other chess pieces. 

This T' shaped move may appear witll the short part of the "L'' first (one square), or me 
long part (two squares) first. This means that you may move one square horizontally or 
vertically, and men two squares in a straight line to either side, or two squares out and 
men one square to either side. 

• Select tlle Knight symbol on the CHl menu for a demonstration of how the Knight mov-s 
and captures. At the end of the "movie", you have an opportuni1y to try your hand rnovinr 
tllis unusual piece. A good exercise for becoming familiar with the move of the Knight is o 
try to move it so that it ends up on tlle square next to where it starts (you will find that it 
takes three moves to get to the next horizontal or vertical square, and two moves to end I P 
on a square that is adjacent diagonally). 

• Notice that the Knight always moves to a square of tile opposite color. 
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THE KNIGHT MOVE 
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The Knight is usually brought out early in tile opening moves of a game. This is because 
of its abili1y to jump over the Pawn "barrier", and also because of its value in "controlling 
the center" of the board (see Chapter Four). A general rule of thumb is to bring out a 
Knight before moving a Bishop. 

BISHOP (No. of pieces: 2. Relative value: 3) The Bishop can move and capture diagonally, 
and over any distance until encountering another chess piece. If the chess piece is the 
opponents. you may capture it. If it is yours, you may not move post. 

You start with two Bishops, one on a light square and one on a dark square. Each Bishop 
can only move or capture on the color of square tllat it is originally placed. Because of 
their combined attacking power, two Bishops can be worth more men twice the value of 
one Bishop. 

Note. When using the "practice" part of tile CHl "TUTOR" section, you will be given both 
Bishops to experiment with, since one Bishop can only attack enemy chess pieces on one 
color of square. You can then see me advantage of having both of your Bishops at your 
disposal when trying to attack the enemy. 
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ROOK (No. of pieces: 2. Relative value: 5) The Rooks can move and capture horizontally 
or vertically over any distance. until reaching an occupied square Because of their 
combined attacking power, two Rooks can be worth more than twice the value of one 
Rook 

The value of the Rook over the Bishop is that a lone Rook can attack a chess piece on 01 'Y 
color of square Also, the way the chess board rs layed out, the horrzontal and vertical 
movement pattern tends to be more of a force than the diagonal. 

QUEEN (No of pieces: 1. Relative value: 9) The Queen can move and capture in any 
direction (horizontally, vertically, or diagonally), and for any distance until encountering r n 
occupied square 

The Queen combines the moves and capturrng power of the Rook and the Bishop This 
combination makes rt by far the most valuable piece in your army. Because it is so 
valuable, it must be protected carefully. Your opponent will rarely let an opportunity pass ri 

capture the Queen even 1f you are able to capture whatever piece was used in the attacr 

The high value placed on the Queen usually makes it unwise to move this piece out dur g 
the first few moves in a game. You would then have to spend time protecting the Queen 
from attack, rather than concentrating on developing your position (see Chapter Four) 

KING (No. of pieces: 1. Relative value: invaluable) The King can move and capture one 
square in any direction The King is the most important piece. Not the most powerful, JUS 
indispensable to the game (see Check and Checkmate in the RULES OF THE GAME). 

The King has a special move available to rt called "castling" Specific conditions must b 
met before you are allowed to castle. The RULES OF THE GAME section contains the rules fc 
castling, and it is explained and shown in Chapter Three 
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TUTORIAL CHAPTER 1 : 
How to Use the Disk Tutorial 

'Jhe(e are a number of features built in to your CHESS program that have been specially 
de5igned to help you understand the game By reading the following you con get the most 
use of the CHl section, and have some fun as well. 

i1Note If you are playing a game and wish to use one of the tutorial sections to refresh 
your memory, you may do so without affecting the game in progress. You may select any 
of the CH" sections and the menu selections w1th1n them HOWEVER, you should not go 
onto the board after a demonstration is finished to "practice" unless you don't mind losing 
the game in progress If you select PRACTICE with the cursor and press RETURN <D when 
using one of the tutorial sections, the game you were ploying will be erased. 

When you select "CH 1 '; you will see the six basic chess pieces appear to the right of the 
board. By moving the cursor and watching the documentation line at the bottom of the 
screen. you can see brief descriptions of each chess piece. By stopping the cursor on a 
particular picture, and then pressing RETURN C!::>, you will activate a specific 
demonstration that graphically shows· 

A. the board in the starting position with all the playing pieces. 
B. your selected chess piece(s) alone on the board. 
C. the chess piece moving around the board 
0. The OUlWARD feature being used, which will show where thrs chess piece can attack, 
and also how many squares are influenced when it is in different board locations 
E. the chess piece capturing an enemy chess piece. 

While the "movie" is in progress, information will appear near the bottom of the screen 
that emphasizes some of the printed material found in this manual. If you rruss something, 
you can select the same chess piece on the menu and run the "movie" again They are all 
under a few minutes in "running time". 

I You wish to "freeze" the demonstration, simply press RETURN © The action on the 
screen will stop. The word "EXIT?" will appear to the right of the board. This message will 
remain for a few seconds. If you wish to continue watching the demo, wait until this word 
disappears before pressing RETURN <!:D again. The demonstration will then continue as 
though nothing had happened. 

If you wish to end the demonstration, and return to the CH l menu, press RETURN © 
twice After the first press, the EXIT? message appears If you now press RETURN <!;;» during 
Ile few seconds that this message is visible, you will end the demo, and be returned to the 

l menu. 

the end of each demonstration in this chapter, you hove the option of moving the chess 
around the board yourself, or returning to the menu. 
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When the demo ends, the word PRACTICE will appear at the right of the board. This 
message is the "doorway" from the menu to the playing board. 

To enter the board to practice moving the chess piece, select PRACTICE with the cursor o 1d 
press RETURN ®. The cursor will then jump onto the board, and the PRACTICE messag 
will change to tOPTION. · 

To move the cursor, use ++. The cursor will travel to three places, indicating your optic 1s. 
It will land on the featured playing piece with which you may practice moves; it will Ian, 
on your King, which you may also move if you wish; and it will highlight tOPTION. 

v If you press RETURN ® when the cursor is on tOPTION, you will leave the "prccfice 
mode, and be returned to options on the CHl menu. The cursor may then be used to sc n 
these options as before. 

You will see your selected chess piece, plus a few other pieces on the board. Your King 
and the opponents King will be there, plus some other enemy pieces. In this special 
"practice" set-up, none of the enemy pieces are allowed to move. The object here is for 
you to practice moving your chess piece around the board, and some specific targets 
have been provided so that you can see how you must maneuver the chess piece in ore ,r 
to capture. Be advised that in a game these pieces do indeed move, and will try to either 
evade your attack, or to capture you before you capture them. 

The opportunity to make moves without worrying about the opponent is not meant to 
represent how a real game is played. It is "legally" impossible for the opponent to skip c 
move. The value here is in learning in a unique and uncomplicated manner the special 
characteristics of each of the playing pieces. The one aspect of "reality" that has been 
preserved concerns the Kings. You will never play on a board that does not contain bott1 
Kings, so they are both here. Also, you can not capture a King. 
• If the position of your chess piece attacks the enemy King, the message "CHECK" will 
appear on the message line. The square containing the enemy King will never be shown 
as one of the possible moves for your chess piece, since the King is never actually 
captured during a game. 

To move a chess piece, select it with the cursor and press RETURN ®. You will then en1 
the "move mode". Position the cursor on the square to which you wish to move and pre· � 
RETURN ® again. The chess piece will flash between the original square and the new 
square, with the chess piece ending up in the new location. The cursor will only travel to 
squares to which you can legally move with that particular piece. 
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several "enemy" pieces will be present on the board, and you can practice capturing 
fl801. If the cursor moves over a square that contains a piece of a color different tho� the 
p19Ce you are moving, stop the cursor on that square and press RETURN ®· You� piece 
wlll move to that square, and the enemy piece will disappear. You have captured 1tt 

When you wish to return to the CHl menu, remember to select tOPTION with·the cursor 
(Jld press RETURN ®. 
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Tutorial Chapter 2: Check and Checkmate 

This chapter explores the most important aspect of the game of chess: attacks on the Kinq. 
Some of the moves or combinations of moves that can lead to a checkmate can be quit 
complicated, so only the more basic forms will be treated here. The reason for presennr-, 
this subject just after explaining how to move the pieces is that to checkmate the 
opponents King is the prime goal in all games of chess, and the sooner you learn obou 
it the better. Be assured that your computer opponent already knows much about this 
subject. 

There are several specific rules concerning check and checkmate. These are found in thf 
RULES OF THE GAME section of this manual. The player should be familiar with these rules 
before continuing with this section. 

v To use the CHESS TUTOR feature when reading this section, select CH2 on the +TUTOR 
menu before continuing. The different "PART" options that will appear are referred to in 
the text. 

• In all the following examples and PRACTICE opportunities, the white pieces are the ones 
to move. 

• Board positions (with answers) for the "extra" on screen PRACTICE problems appear 
near the end of the manual. 

CHECK 

The rules of the game take the matter out of your hands completely by stating that if you 
cannot remove your King from check, then the game is over (checkmate). The rules do not 
allow a King ever to be captured, nor do they allow the King to move into a position where 
it is attacked ( check). Furthermore, you can not move another of your chess pieces if by 
this movement it would cause your own King to be placed in check, even if that move 
could place your opponents King in check. 

Diagram No. 1 shows the black King in check from the white Queen. The King can easily 
escape from the check by moving over one 
square (you have a choice of squares here). 
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iagram No. 2 shows a position where the white Bishop can move and place the black 
King in check. Select PART 1 of the CH2 
menu to see how this is done. After the 
quick movie, PRACTICE will appear, and the 
board will be set up differently. Select 
PRACTICE with the cursor to move onto the 
board and try to find a move for the 
Bishop that will result in check. If you 
succeed, the word CHECK will appear on the 
message line. When you are finished, select 
tOPTION to return to the CH2 menu. This 
procedure is followed throughout CH2. 

A simple check takes place when a chess piece directly attacks the King of the opponent 
Checks ore fairly common, and do not in themselves mean that you are in danger of 
losing the game. They are an important event, however, and may not be ignored. 

When your King is in check, you must drop everything you were doing and correct the 
situation. This is a hard thing for a beginner to accept. After all, you are not checkmated 
What if on this move you could checkmate the opponent instead of attending to your 
King? 

It would not matter. You must consider your King the literal head of your army, rather than 
the figurative head. If your King is lost, your entire army ceases to function instantly. You 
have to protect your King first, and then go back to your other plans. This is an important 
reason why the King should be kept safely "stashed away" until needed in a later part of 
the game (usually after most of the powerful pieces have been removed from the board). 
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Diagram No. 3 White to check in one move with a Knight. Select PART 2 for the answer 
and another problem to PRACTICE with 

Diagram No. 5 Another example of discovered check (white to move). Select PART 4 for the 
solution and a different PRACTICE problem. 
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Diagram 6. Black is checkmated. 
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To accomplish a checkmate your move must put your opponents King in check, and your 
opponent must not be able to find a move with any chess piece that will allow his King to 
escape (either from the checking piece, or another of your chess pieces that may be 
attacking a square nearby). 

Diagram No. 6 This position shows the black King m check from the white Rook. The King 
cannot escape to a safe square because he 
is blocked by his own Pawns, and there are 
no other black chess pieces that can come 
to the rescue by capturing the white Rook or 
blocking the Rook's attack. The black King is 
considered to be checkmated. In this and 
the other positions showing checkmate, 
look carefully at the moves for the black 
King and the other black chess pieces to 
see how there is nothing to be done. 

Checkmate is the ultimate goal in any chess game. There are hundreds of different, basic 
checkmates. A few of these basic positions or "patterns" are presented here 
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Diagram No. 4 A twisti This is called a "discovered check", Instead of a chess piece 
moving into attacking position, another of 
your chess pieces that is not attacking the 
King moves out of the way to reveal a 
"hidden" threat to your opponents King. 
Here, the white Bishop has a choice of 
moves that will reveal the attack by the 
Rook. Select PART 3 for the movie. and 
another problem to PRACTICE with. 

A B C D E F G H 
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m No 9 A mate-in-one problem. Which move by white will result in checkmate of 
Dlogra · the black King? Select PART 6 for the solution 

and a different PRACTICE problem. 

Diagram 7. White to move and checkmate 
black. 
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Diagram No. 7 A "mate-in-one" problem. A "mate-in-one" problem is a position in whic 
you must discover the move that will cau ., 
immediate checkmate. White can move 01e 
chess piece and checkmate the black Kir g 
Select PART 5 for the solution and a simile 
position for PRACTICE. If you succeed, 
CHECKMATE will appear on the message 11 , 
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Diagram No. 10 A mate-in-one problem (white to move). Notice how the protective 
support of your other pieces make this type 
of mate possible. Select PART 7 for the 

a solution and another PRACTICE problem. 

Diagram 8. Black is checkmated. 
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Diagram No. 8 The most common form of checkmate involves two or more of your cnes 
pieces working together. While one chess 
piece directly attacks the King, the other 
chess piece or pieces prevents the King's 
escape. In this position, the white Queen is 
the direct attacker, and the Rook covers the 
King's escape route. The attacks that use 
several of your chess pieces, whether for 
checkmating or attempting to capture a 
lesser piece, form the crucial tactical ideas 
in chess. 
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Diagram No. 13 A mate-in-one problem (white to move). The board is more crowded here, 
so the answer rs not so obvious For the 
beginner, a board full of chess pieces tends 
to make the "obvious" not so easy to find. 
If you know that you are looking for a 
checkmate. the first thing to do is to 
determine which of your pieces can at least 
place the enemy King in check. Without 
a check, there can be no mate. The most 
important thing you can learn to do when 
planning a move in a chess game is to first 
move a piece "in your mind" to a square 
you think is good. Then, by imagining the 
chess piece m this square, try to visualize 
where it could attack if 1t were there 
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Diagram No. 11 A mate-in-one problem (white to move) This is another problem with O 
Pawn as the "star" In this problem, you 
must remember what happens to the Pav.., 
when it reaches the final square in its 
forward progress Select PART 8 for the 
solution and PRACTICE. 
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Select PART 10 for the solution, and an opportunity to PRACTICE with another crowded 
position. 

After you mentally move a piece to o square, try to visualize the King trying to escape, 
or another block chess piece trying to stop the attack in some way. 

Diagram No. 14 A mate-in-one problem (white to move). Find the correct mating "pattern". 
Mate is only a move away. Select PART 11 for 
the solution and another pattern to solve. 
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Diagram No. 12 A mate-in-one problem (white to move). Its unique move and ability 
to Jump make the Knight the correct choice 
here Select PART 9 for the solution and 
another PRACTICE with the Knight. 
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Special Moves for the Pieces 

SUMMARY AND PARTING THOUGHTS FOR CHAPTER TWO 

1. Checkmate is the goal in any game of chess. This seemingly simple statement is ofte1 
forgotten by beginners as they ore exploring the various ways to move and combine the 
chess pieces for a clever attack on on enemy chess piece. It is even seemingly forgotten 
by master players on occasion. · 
2. A check requires your immediate attention. All of your grand plans must wait while yo1 
9? about protecting your King. This underlines the general rule that you should keep the 
Krng out of harms way, especially during the beginning of the game and during the heote:J 
bottles of middle game. The King is usually useful only in the endgame (when there ore 
fewer enemy pieces to harass it). The special move of castling ( demonstrated in Chapter 
Three) was custom mode to keep the King safely tucked away on one side of the board, 
and should usually be used at on early opportunity. 
3. By examining the various positions involving a one move mote, you should be able to 
learn from them how to protect your own King from such a fate. There ore certain positions 
where your King is especially vulnerable to even a simple attack of the enemy. Continue tc 
learn about them from your experience as you ploy more and more games. 
�· The most common motes involve more than one of your chess pieces working together 
rn some way. 
5. Procti.ce, and. learn to visualize a possible position for a chess piece without actually 
moving 1t. lmogrne the placement of one of your chess pieces on another square, and ther 
look at the enemy chess pieces and imagine what they could do if your chess piece was 
actually there. 

This is the basic method for avoiding "blunders" in chess, and it tokes some experience 
to be able to achieve this with any degree of certainty. There is no substitute for actual 
ploy. By constantly practicing "imaginary moves" and then making the move and seeing 
1f you were ng�t, you con quickly develop a skill for this. This "obstrcct" type of thinking 
is what chess rs all about, and is what needlessly scores some people away. Don't be 
discouraged when you fail to see a crucial move by the enemy. All players have traveled 
this sometimes frustrating rood on their way to greater proficiency, and even those with a 
great deal of experience manage to stumble occasionally. 
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Th. is O short chapter whose purpose is to provide demonstrations of the special King 
m��e (castling), and the special capturing move available to the Pawn (en possont). 

Select CH3 on the TUTOR menu before continuing. 

castling The RULES OF THE GAME section gives the legal requ(rements for thi� move .. 
When and why to use it ore covered in Chapter Four. The obiect here rs to give a visual 
demonstration of the move, and to give you a chance to try it yourself. 

Select PART 1 to see a demonstration of both "King side" and "Queen side" castling (King 
side appears first). 

After the demonstration, you will be given on opportunity to PRACTICE making a castling 
move. You may choose either side to castle to. Remember that you must first select the 
King with the cursor, press RETURN®, and then choose a square (shown b� th� cursor) 
that is two squares away. Press RETURN ® again to make the move. If castling is 
successful, both the King and the Rook will move simultaneously. This is the only time in 
a game where two of your pieces con move at the some time. 

• If you move a Rook, you may not then use that Rook for castling. If you move the King 
only one square, you then cannot castle at all. Those ore the rules. If you wont to try again, 
you should leave the board, select PART 1 again, and wait for PRACTICE to appear. 

Select PART 2 to see a demonstration of a common type of game where both sides ore 
able to castle quickly. This will show the basic preliminary moves that are required to get 
ready for castling. After the demonstration, you will be given an opportunity to PRACTICE. 
This time, oil the chess pieces are on the board in their starting positions. The idea is for 
you to select moves for white that will allow castling to toke place. You will find that it 
tokes more preliminary moves to castle on the Queen side, which is one reason castling 
is not as common to this side of the board. As with the other PRACTICE examples, the block 
chess pieces will not move as you ore making your moves. 

EN PASSANT "En possont" is explained in the RULES OF THE GAME. This type of capture by 
the Pawn does not happen in every game because of the special circumstances specified 
by the rules. 

Your opponent must "co-operate" to make the capture possible. You must hove advanced 
a Pawn to the fifth rank (just over the center of the board). With your Pawn in this position, 
the opponent must (at some point) then use his two-move option when moving out a 
Pawn that is to one side of your advanced Pawn. 
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Some Strategy and Tactics 

Now oil you hove to do is sit bock and wait for the opportunity to use this new found 
knowledge. 

On lhe next move only, you hove lhe optron to capture lhe opponents Pawn wilh lhe en 
possont privilege Your Pawn moves to the square lhe opponents Pawn skipped over w t) 
its two-square move, and lhe opponents Pawn is removed from the board. It is as thou lh the opponents Pawn only moved forward one square on its move 

,1This chapter begins by toking a look at the reasoning behind the various sty!es of 
O ning ploy If you wish to go directly to see some actual moves and a oescrtpflon . o�how to use the CH4 +TUTOR entries, Jump ahead to the section entitled Some specmc 
O ning Moves. Just remember that the. opening moves are bo�d more on strategic 

pe cepts than on specific moves. Reading about the concepts involved and then trying 
�::se them as you ploy will bnng more understondi�g and enjoyment to the game than 
you can achieve by merely memorizing various speclfic openings. 

What is "the opening"? 

When trying to describe various aspects of the game of chess, it is convenient to divide 
the game into three sections. These are. 

1. The Opening 
2. The Middle Gome 
3. The Endgame 

These "ports" do not always hove clear cwstons. but often merge gradually into each 
other They should be thought of as more conceptual than co�crete They �esc.ribe the 
general "look" of the board, and in particular the number of pieces remaining in the game. 
A checkmate may happen in what is called the opening , finishing the contest before 
even the middle game is reached 

The "opening" refers to the initial port of the game where the first ploys are being mode 

What is Important in the Opening? 

Before trying to decide which Pawn or piece to move out, you must first decide what you 
ore trying to accomplish. In the beginning, the ultimate goal of checkmating the opponent 
should be pushed into the background for a while (not forgotten, Just a lime delayed). The 
first moves of the game are usually selected for their effectiveness in securing c?ntrol of 
the center of the board, and in bringing into ploy some of your more powerful pieces. If 
your opponent gives you a good opportunity for attack, so much the better, but �on't ploy 
as though this will always happen. If well constructed at the start, a strong positron con 
serve as a base of operations to launch many attacking ventures later in the game 

Select PART 4 for the solution 

This shows a dramatic opportunity for 
using this type of capture. Even though this 
particular situation may be rare. it shows 
that even simple ploys con affect a position 
in unexpected ways The secret lies in bernc 
able to recognize the possibilities. 
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Select PART 3 for a demonstration of an en possant capture by white After lhe "show", 
select PRACTICE to try making this move yourself. In the board position you will see, 
assume that block hos Just moved the Queen Pawn out two squares Select your King 
Pawn with the cursor and press RETURN ®. The en possant capturing square will be 
shown as one of your possible moves with this Pawn Select the square behind the bloc 
Pawn and press RETURN®. Ihors all there is to it 

Remember "check-in-one" problems from Chapter Two? Here's one that you may not have 
been able to solve only one short chapter 
ago. White to move and place block in 
check Block hos Just ployed E7-E5, movm : 
his Pawn. 
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THE CENTER The center four squares of the board ore considered important because any 
pieces located there enjoy the full range of their powers. A Knight, Bishop, Rook or Queen 
hos a much greater influence in the center of the board than in a corner or on the edge 
Therefore, these center squares ore considered very important in the future development of 
the game In CHl, the number of squares reachable by each piece is shown when 1t rs on 
the edge of the board, and when it is in the center 
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"Control of the center". First, a definition of control. You "control" a square if: 

a. you occupy it, and also defend whatever is occupying it, or 
b. it is empty, but you have Pawns or pieces guarding it. 

This does not mean that you own the square in any permanent sense. If the enemy 
attacks, you may have to withdraw. Often there will be an exchange of pieces, and the 
side with the most pieces or pieces in a better position, will emerge as the side "in control" 
of the square. 

The concept of control can be used in a broader sense when talking about "control of the 
cente('. by positioning several Pawns and pieces so that they either occupy or attack 
these squares, you can establish some sort of control over the entire area, making it 
hazardous for the opponent to move around in this vicinity and allowing you to attack thP 
opponent over a wider range. 

While you are trying to gain control of the center in the opening your opponent may very 
well have the same goal, and the resulting position gives neither side real "control". When 
this happens, it is often left to the moves and captures of the middle game to determine 
who, if anyone, eventually establishes a real claim here. 

Control of the center is much less an issue in the endgame, when much of the material on 
each side is gone. The critical action then revolves around the Kings, and also whatever 
Pawns may be left (for possible promotion). 

DEVELOPMENT OF PIECES To "develop" a piece means to bring it out to where it can 
exert greater influence. As mentioned earlier, the real value of a piece can depend on its 
board position. Additionally, a lone piece can usually not accomplish very much without 
the aid of a supporting piece, so try to get several pieces working together. 

A good "developing move" in the opening gets a piece "our' to where its power may be 
used the most effectively, especially to help you attack and defend the center squares. So 
try to find a square that is least obstructed by your own Pawns and pieces. 

CASTLE EARLY Your King has two important features: 

A. It must always be protected at all costs. 
B. It has little or no tactical value to you during the opening. 
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stting is very useful because .it: l) gets th� King out of the way of your developing 
�ces; 2) puts it in a safer position at the side of the board; 3) brings a powerful Rook 
into play (develops it). 

If you postpone castling because of an attack you are deve.loping, �ou may find that you 
ore not given the opportunity again. As the game heats up m �e m1?dle game, to break 
away to spend one move castling often becomes dangerous, 1f not imposslbte. Remember 
that if you move your King at all, you cannot castle afterwards. 

watch out for immediate threats This is a general principle throughout the game, but 
especially affects those attempting to follow a "formula" in the way they �lay. There are 
just too many things to remember and think about, and before you know it, your opponent 
has dived in and captured a valuable piece. And you had been so careful to try for good 
development and center control! 

You have so many things to look at and decide on that it is easy to overlook a little detail 
like the fact that you have an opponent who is also trying to win the game. This can 
happen to the best of players, and it is certainly common with beginners. 

The special advantage of playing against the CHESS program is that when the inevitable 
happens, you have the option of taking back the embarrassing moves, and trying again, 
this time paying more attention to the other side while experimenting with your developing 
moves. You may also cancel the game and RESTART. These features help to make the 
learning process a little less frustrating, and can speed up the process of learning how 
different strategies affect your game. Neither action will bring a complaint from your 
computer opponent. 

It is also very valuable, however, to play out complete games, mistakes and all-in chess, 
you learn from experience. You have the opportunity here to make your own decisions on 
when to quit and when to continue. 

Summary of Opening Strategy 

l. Remember the importance of center control (mobility for your own pieces, restricted 
movements for your opponent). 
2. Use your moves efficiently to develop your pieces as quickly as possible, rather than 
spending too much time moving Pawns around. 
3. Castte early. 
4. Keep an eye on your opponent, and watch for immediate threats on your developing 
pieces. 
5. (From Chapter l ) Bring out Knights before Bishops, and don't try to move your Queen 
out too early (you may then spend valuable moves just keeping the Queen out of danger). 
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SOME SPECIAC OPENING MOVES 

Select CH4 on the TUTOR menu. Each "PART" contains a short demonstration of a particL lor opening "line of play" 

v<"PART P" of each number (PART 1 P. PART 2P, etc), allows you to play a regular game 
beginning from the specific board position shown with each opening demonstration. No 
all PART numbers contain this special "ploy" option Do not select a "PART P" entry if yo 
wish to return to a game in progress. "PART P" will automatically begin a new game. 

• By scanning over the "PART" entries with the cursor, and watching the information line· 
at the bottom of the screen, you will see descriptions of what each part contains. 

Before going on, look at the illustration "The Chess Pieces" on page 18 It will save a 
lot of words if, for example, the "Pawn in front of the Bishop to the left of the Queen" con 
simply be referred to as the "Queen Bishop's Pawn". Also, as a reference, each move wil 
also be given in terms of the square notation used by the CHESS program (see "Notation 
in the RULES OF THE GAME). 

Many of the different types of opening ploy have actual names by which they are known. 
Knowing the name of on opening style will not in itself improve your ploy They ore used 
here only as a helpful reference. 

Lets get down to cases. The very first move in a game is simplified a great deal by the foe 
that your choices ore limited to either a Pawn move, or a Knight move The Pawns may bi 
moved one or two squares out, and the Knights each have two possible destinations. This 
gives you exactly 20 possibilities for the first move. 

Tutorial Chapter 4: The Opening 

K · hts moved out towards the center can attack any of the center squares. For more ni�ty m the opening, select level 2 which will ploy from the library of stored moves (as 
�i;g as your moves are also in the "library"), but will otherwise not ploy a stronger game 
than level l 

This opening is specifically selected to play against the opening Knight moves of level 0 

Move 1. Move the King Pawn out two squares (E2-E4) Black moves out a Knrght. 

If block moves out the King Knight (G8-F6), you have the great opportunity to .continue the 
advance of your Pawn (E4-E5). The black Knight will have to move away, which gives you 
the time to move your Queen Pawn out two squares to protect the far advanced King Pawn 
(02-04) You now ore far ahead in gaining power in the center, and should concentrate 
on developing your King Knight towards the center (which con protect the Queen Pawn), 
and continuing with your Bishops and other Knight. 

If block moves out the Queen Knight first, you can arrive at the same position as above, 
but you should bnng out the Queen Pawn (02-04) before advancing the King Pawn. This 
Pawn is protected from the black Knight by your Queen. After block's second Knight is 
brought out, advance the King Pawn a square. The Black Knrght will move away. 

Opening No. 2 "French defense" (select PART 2 for the demo). 

Move l. King Pawn moves two squares (E2-E4). Black responds with the King Pawn 
move. but only moves one square (E7-E6) 
Move 2. Queen Pawn moves two squares (02-04). Black responds the same-Queen 
Pawn moves two squares (07-05) White must now make a choice, as his King Pawn is 
now under attack, and is undefended. 

Of these 20 first moves, there are only a few that are the clearest in addressing both cenk. 
control and developing your pieces. Most of the following examples concentrate on one 
opening (the King Pawn), and give some of the typical variations. Keep in mind that just 
because you want to play a particular style does not mean that your opponent will follow 
along Be flexible, and remember the basic ideas that you are trying to explore. 

Opening No. 1 ( select PART 1 for the demo). Note: When the CHESS program rs set to level 
0 or 1, it does not make use of its library of opening moves (see "Opening Library" in the 
FEATURES section) The program does not have enough time to formulate a vorrety of 
different moves for its first and second play It will always move out the two Knights for the 
first two plays (but not always the some Knight first). These are not bod moves, as two 
60 Select PART 2P to play a game that has opened with the French Defense 
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Why did block only move one square out on his first move, and why did white play the 
second Pawn all the way forward? In this vononon of the King Pawn opening block has 
decided on the course of play, and white is obliged to follow along. There ore a number of 
great second moves for white after his two square King Pawn opening However, when 
black moves his King Pawn forward only one square, white must usually abandon other 
opening styles of play to address this particular "defense '. 

Black held back the first Pawn, so that he could bring out the second to a square that was 
protected (by the first Pawn) This is a basic concept for Pawn moves, and should be 
remembered. As for white, there is now on opportunity to brrng up a second Pawn to the 
so far uncontested center area 



Tutorial Chapter 4: The Opening 

Select PART 2P to play a game that has opened with the French Defense. 

This rs an 1nilially simple type of opening, whose main advantage ,s thot the second 
player (black) hos a chance to prevent white from toking the initiative with his own 
favored opening. The resulting Pawn positions are sound, and there ore many different 
opportunities for both sides from now on 

Opening No. 3 "Coro-Konn Defense" (select PART 3 for the demo) 

Move l. Move the King Pawn two squares (E2-E4). Block responds by moving Queen 
Bishop Pawn up only one square (C7-C6) 
Move 2. Move the Queen Pawn up two squares (02-04 ). Block replies with the some 
move-Queen Pawn forward two squares (07-05). 

If you paid attention to the lost opening. you should be able to see the similarities Black 
hos the some motives here as in the "French Defense", i.e., get a Pawn advanced two 
squares to a center square already protected by another Pawn A difference here is that 
block's Queen Bishop is not blocked by a Pawn, as it is with the "French Defense" The 
trade-off is that now black cannot bring out the Queen Knrght to the best square (toward 
the center). It seems there is a drawback with every move! 

Select PART 3P to ploy a Coro-Konn game 

Opening No. 4 "Four Knights" (select PART 4 for the demo) 

Move l. Move the King ?own two squares (E2-E4) Block responds the same-King Po'A · 
up two squares (E7-E5). 
Move 2. Move the King Knight out and towards the center (Gl-F3). Black responds with 
Queen Knight out towards the center (B8-C6). 
Move 3. Move the Queen Knight out and towards the center (Bl-C3). Black moves his 
other Knight out also towards the center (G8-F6) 

The "Four Knights" name is easy to justify In this opening both players hove a good 
opportunity to develop most of their pieces before beginnrng any real conflict. 
62 
Select PART 4P to ploy from this opening. 

Opening No. 5 "Giuoco Piano" (select PART s for the demo) 
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l Move the King Pawn two squares (E2-E4 ). Block responds the some-King Pawn Move · 
forward two squares (E7-E5). 
Move 2. Move the King Knight out towards the center (Gl-F3). Block moves the Queen 
Knight towards the center (B8-C6). . . . 
Move 3. Move the King Bishop out 3 squares (Fl C4). Block responds m kind by moving 
me King Bishop out 3 squares (F8 C5) 

This opening style hos been used for over five centuries The Bishops ore nicely developed 
to "open diagonals" (not blocked) 

The rest of the openings listed here tend to be a little more involved (some ore potentially 
aggressive, but harder to fully understand). 

opening No. 6 "Ruy Lopez" (select PART 6 for the demo, and PART 6P to play a game with 
ms opening). 

Move l. Move the King Pawn forward two squares (E2 E4 ). There rs no certai_nty of you! 
opponents response to this move, but a common one would be the one that rs shown in 
the demo (block uses your some move, the King Pawn forward two squares (E7-E5). 
Move 2. Move the King Knight forward and to the left (G 1-F3) This odds to the threats on 
the center squares, and also directly threatens the enemy Pawn. Block should now look to 
protecting his Pawn, and this is neatly accomplished with a Knight move (B8 C6) 
Move 3. Move your unblocked King Bishop out four diagonal squares (Fl-B5). 

Why this Bishop move? It develops a piece (the Bishop), but ,t does not seem to add to 
your control of a central square Actually it does help with central control but indirectly 
The black Knight is very important at this point for block's attempt at center control, and 
the white Bishop rs threatening to capture 1t. Even though the while Bishop will then be 
captured by one of the Pawns protecting the Knight, it would be on even trade. and white's 
position m the game would not have suffered. The white Bishop may, of course, select 
another square to move to on its way out but other positions do not achieve the some 
strength in both development and exerting pressure on the opponent. 

Black has some good counter moves as well, and white should continue concentratin_g 
on the center, bringing more pressure to bear here. and protecting the K1�g Pawn that is 
still out on its own. Moving up the Queen Pawn two squares (02-04) will put direct 
pressure on block's center Pawn. If the black Pawn takes your Pawn, you can recapture 
With your Knight, and then you would still be left with a Pawn in the center, and black will 
have none 
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Also don't forget about your other Knrght which con be brought out towards the cenn 
(Bl C3), and be effective in protecting your Pawns, and attacking the center m genero1 

As soon as you stop to catch a breath, notice that you ore all set up for Kmg side cosn ng 

These days, this opening is very popular among advanced players since it offers exc1tir g 
ploy for both sides, and hos not been "refuted" (a definitely winning line of ploy hos n1 · 
been discovered for either side) 

Opening No. 7 "Sicilian defense" (select PART 7 for the demo, and PART 7P to ploy a go '1e with this opening). 

Move l. Move the King Pawn two squares (E2-E4). Block moves the Queen Bishop Pawn 
out two squares (C7-C5) 

This is aggressive ploy for block White will tend to eventually move out the Queen Powr 
two squares (02-04), and block will then toke this Queen Pawn. Even though the block 
Pawn will be token also, block hos used a non-center Pawn for this maneuver White nc •, 
only hos one center Pawn, and block hos two. The disadvantage for Block is that his center 
Pawns hove not advanced, and he probably ends up behind in developing pieces as we 

QUEEN PAWN OPENINGS 

When opening with the Queen Pawn, the emphasis rs usually more on long range 
development than on the immediate attack. There also seems to be more exceptions to 
some of the general "rules" concerning controlling the center and developing the pieces, so beware 

Opening No. 8 "Queen's Gambit Declined" (select PART a for the demo, and PART BP to 
ploy a game with this opening). 

Move l. Move the Queen Pawn two squares (02-04). Block responds in kind: Queen 
Pawn forward two squares (07-05) 
Move 2. Move the Queen Bishop Pawn two squares (C2-C4). Black responds by 
advancing the King Pawn one square (E7-E6) 

This is called a gombW' because white is offering a Pawn for black to toke, apparently fc' 
"free" It becomes a "gambit declined" when block does not toke the bait. as is shown 
here. Why doesn't block toke your second Pawn instead of moving up another Pawn? 
Well, he might, but this can give you a definite advantage in development which is what 

gambits' are all about. 
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ftS O gambit you offer up a Pawn "sacrifice" to your opponent If he tokes the bait, you 
n Conllnue with your development and con eventually come out ahead m securing your 

ro 'th K. stnon You con usually recapture the block Pawn a few moves later w1 your mg 
�shOP 

(so it is not really much of a gambit). If you make much of on effort to 1�me�1o!?IY 
recapture this block Pawn (such as with your Queen) you will tend to lose this t1mmg 
advantage ( called "tempo"). 

p.s O gambit "declined", which is the stronger continuation, there ore several common 
variations, especially to move 2 by block Instead of black moving the Kmg Pawn one 
square, which blocks the development of the Queen Bishop, he might move the Queen 
Bishop Pawn up one square. This does not block a Bishop, but takes away �e bes� 
square for the Queen Knight Yet another option is for Black to bnng out the Kmg Knrght 
towards the center. This will both develop a piece, and will not block the development 
of another piece 

"omer" Types of Openings 

Just to show that there are indeed a wide variety of opening moves with potential a few 
are illustroted that open with other than the King Pawn or the Queen Pawn. Against a 
skilled player these openings can present complex problems and can be more difficult to 
play than the King Pawn But for beginners, they can prove exciting, and be a refreshing 
change from the same old Kmg Pawn opening 

Opening No. 9 Reti" (Select PART 9 for the demo, and PART 9P to play a game with this 
opening) 

Move 1 Move the King Knight out towards the center (Gl-F3) Black may respond with 
the strongest opening Pawn move safely ovouobte, moving the Queen Pawn two squares 
forward (07 05) 
Move 2. Move the Queen Bishop Pawn forward two squares (C2-C4). There are numerous 
Possibilities for black at this point 

The Reti· opening needs the first King Knight move, but rs pnmanly characterized by 
the Bishop Pawn move by white in response to the Queen Pawn move by Black. If Black 
does not move the Queen Pawn, the opening can take many turns Black can also 
respond on the first move with the King Knight If black opens with moving the Kmg Pawn 
one square, or the Queen Bishop Pawn two squares, white can easily convert the opening 
into a "French" or "Sicilian defense" by advancing the King Pawn two squares on the 
second move. 
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This type of opening rs port of what is (30+ years ago) called "hypermodern" Although 
ttle Knight opening is at least 300 years old, me second move of Queen Bishop Pawn 1s 
much newer In the "hypermodern" opening, occupation of the center is not immediately 
sought by white Instead, ttle opponent is encouraged to ploy for the center. White then 
tries to gear up for devastating attacks on the center leaving white in ultimate control witr 
on invincible force. This con make for fun (though experimental) ploy for the begrnner 

Opening No. 10 "English" (select PART 10 for ttle demo). 

Move 1. Move the Queen Bishop Pawn out two squares (C2 C4) 

Yes. mors all This is what 1dentrfres this particular type of opening Although ttie roots of 
this openrng 1n tournament ploy go bock over a hundred years, this is another opening 
referred to as "hypermodern" The Pawn thus placed attacks the center square four 
squares m front of the Queen. Generally, the play may continue. 

Move 1. White moves the Queen Bishop Pawn (C2-C4) Block responds by moving the 
King Pawn forward two squares (E5-E7). 
Move 2. Move the Queen Knight out towards the center (B 1 ·C3). Block moves the King Knight out towards ttle center (G8-F6). 

This is o_ften referred to as a Sicilran defense 1n reverse The idea being that if this 
defense is OK for black. then white can gain even more advantage by making the move m 
advance (for ttle "offense") If you con figure that out, then maybe you don't need to be reading nus sectron 

Finally, a Few Pitfalls in the Opening 

Opening No. 11 "Fools Mate" ( select PART 11 for the demo). 

This is the shortest possible game It demonstrates how a weak type of opening can open up ttle direst of consequences 
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opening No. 12 "Scholar's Mate" (select PART 12 for demo). 

This looks like a reasonably sound opening, but by example pinpoints a weakness Keep 
on eye on what the opponent is doing, or could be dorng to your position 

so ends the opening examples. 

These variations in the opening moves hove been illustrated to give the beginner the idea 
that mere ore many ways to open a game and still develop strength M?st of mese . 
openings illustrate the principles that were outlined in the first part of tt11s chapter. It 1s. 
tempting to try out attacks right at the outset, and you o�e e�couraged to toy :,v1th this idea 
at firsl. However, you will quickly discover that me openrng rs better spent bu1ldrng a sound 
base, rather than on hasty attacks. 

You may, of course, open any way you please, and continue the game with any of 
thousands, and then millions, of voriotrons With proper use of toctrcs learned rn the next 
chapter (ttle "Middle Game") even your most "eccentric" openings con turn out OK in the 
end 

Try different moves, and using the features of the CHESS program, experiment and learn first 
hand how different moves con aid or hamper your ploy later m me game 
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--- Tutorial Chapter 5: The Middle Game 

This section explores what goes on during the "middle game" phase. The middle 
game term basically describes the heart of most games of chess-where each side is 
developing attacking plans (strategy), and figuring exactly how to carry these plans out 
(tactics). The examples given here, following the initial talk about strategy, cover some of 
the tactical "patterns", beginning with the most simple, and graduating into patterns that 
require some real concentration. · 

INTRODUCTION TO MIDDLE GAME STRATEGY 

In the previous chapters, the movements and capturing power of each chess piece have 
been defined. Chapter Two has shown how chess pieces can work together to devise a 
powerful attack on the enemy King. Chapter Four has given some basic ideas about the 
initial moves in a game. With this background, you are ready for the next stage, which is 
how to recognize some of the "special" powers of your chess pieces, especially when 
they work together. 

Your main goal in the middle game is to checkmate the opponent. This does not mean 
that every move has to be aimed at the enemy King. Kings are often well protected, so yov 
main goal usually has to be put off for a while. In most games, there must be captures of 
enemy material (chess pieces) before the checkmate objective can be attained. During the 
opening moves, checkmating ideas are less prevalent because fewer pieces are in active 
positions. This all changes during the middle game, where all or most of the pieces are 
exerting an influence. 

The secondary goal of the middle game is to achieve material and positional advantage. 
If you capture more chess pieces than you lose, and if the ones you capture add up to 
more "points" in relative value, then you hove gained the advantage in material. Positional 
advantage is more abstract, but generally implies that your chess pieces are in position to 
deliver stronger attacks, while at the same time hampering the enemy from making 
effective moves. 

• If you have a material advantage, you have a stronger army. This edge in power is a 
strong advantage when going for a checkmate. Most games between beginning players 
ore decided by material advantage, rather than more subtle positional considerations. A 
combination of material advantage with superior position forms an irresistible force 
leading to checkmate. 
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TACTICS: How to do it 

once you know what you want to do, you have to figure out how to do it. The "doing it" 

part is what tactics are all about. 

make use of your chess pieces in many interesting and clever ways that are n.ot 
�f�a��nobvious. Defining some of these "tactical patterns" is the goal here. The following 
is O list of some of these patterns. 

A. Simple Capture 
B. Piercing Attack 

l. The Pin 
2. The ''X-Ray" 

C. The Fork 
l . Knight Fork 
2. Double Attack 

D. Discovered Check 
E. Double Check 
F. An Overloaded Piece 
G. Sacrifice 
H. Trapped Piece 

Select CH5 on the TUTOR menu before continuing. The different PARTS provide 
demonstrations and answers. There are no PRACTICE options. "Additional no!e�'.' _are 
given for some of the examples. These explore some of the continuing possibllifies for 
a position, and sometimes involve more complex reasoning. 

SIMPLE CAPTURE A "simple capture" is just that: where you can take an enemy chess 
piece with one of yours. You must determine if it is to your a?vontage to capture. Most of 
the time, the enemy will be able to "recapture" your chess piece after you have captured 
the enemy's. 

An even exchange is where you can get full value-for-value for your piec�, as in the 
following example, where you have an opportunity to "exchange" your .s,shop for the 
enemy Knight. Remember that two Bishops con be worth more than twice th.e value of 
one, because of the additional squares they can attack; so there is this consideration to 
make before deciding on whether to capture the enemy Knight. Very generally speaking, 
one Bishop is worth the same as one Knight. 
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Diagram No. l shows a common "continuation" of the "Ruy Lopez" style of 
opening moves. 

White may play 1. H2-H4, moving the King 
Rook's Pawn forward two squares to attack 
the Bishop. Since the black Bishop cannot 
move, white will soon capture it with the 
Pawn (2. H4xG5). 
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Additional note: If black then recaptures with 
his Pawn (2 .... F6xG5), white can capture 
again with the Queen 3. G3xG5(check). 
White will rave won a full Bishop. If black 
puts another defense on the Bishop (with 

1 .... H7-H6, for example), then white will not be able to safely capture with the Queen 
(G3xG5). He can still win a Bishop for a Pawn, which is a considerable value-for-value 
advantage. 

Diagram No. 2 shows a pin involving the King. The black Bishop at G5 is "pinned" to its 
King by white's Queen at G3. The Bishop 
can not move and expose its King to this 
attack. This makes the Bishop especially 
vulnerable to a combined attack by white. If white does not move the endangered 

Bishop on 85, the black Pawn will coptun 
it (A6xB5), and although white will be obi-� 
to recapture the Pawn with his Knight 
(C3xB5), he will have lost a Bishop for 
a Pawn and will then be at a significant 
disadvantage. 

A B C D E F G H 
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Additional Note: White may retreat the 
Bishop to a safe square that will keep the 
Bishop in good position (B5-A4), or may 
exchange it for block's Knight, which is 
worth about the same value (B5xC6). 
If white goes for the exchange, black will 
respond (B7xC6). 

Select PART l for a demonstration of the two most likely outcomes of this position. 

Select PART 2 for the demonstration of the first "scenario". 

Black's Rook on A6 backs-up his other 
Rook, and so indirectly attacks the white 
Knight also. The Knight is defended well 
enough by the two white Rooks, but the 
Knight itself can not move. If white moved 
the Knight at this point, a block Rook could 
then move down and capture the white 
Rook at A 1, which would be a terrible loss 
for white. Therefore, the white Knight is 
"pinned" to the white Rook. 

A B C D E F G H 
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Diagram No. 3 shows another pin, but this time the King is not involved. This means that 
the player may move the chess piece that is 
"in front" if desired, but risks losing a more 

s valuable piece that is farther back in the 
same line of attack. 

PIERCING ATTACK A "piercing" attack involves one of the pieces that can move and 
capture over an entire line of squares in one move. These pieces are: the Bishop, the Roo� 
and the Queen. 

Reme.m.ber that the P?wer of these pieces does not completely stop on the first square 
containing a chess piece that would stop their movement along this line. Their power 
e�eMs indirectly to the edge of the board along any of their particular "lines of influence" 
This is demonstrated very nicely with the examples of "piercing" types of attack. In this 
pattern, an enemy chess piece that is behind the first enemy piece in the line of attack falls 
under the influence of the attacking piece. 

The Pin A "pinned" chess piece is one that is under attack, but can not move without 
expo�1ng another chess piece behind it to capture. If this second chess piece is the King, 
then 1t would be Illegal to move the first out of the way under any circumstance. 
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Additional note: l . C4-C5 attacks both 
Rooks. 1 . . B6-C6; 2. C5x06 C6x06. 
White wms a Rook for a Pawn You con 
only dream about finding yourself in this 
enviable position, but sometimes your 
opponent slips. Your ability to recognize the 
possibilities ore the key 

Select PART 5 for the solution. 
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ram No. 5 shows one of the most opporent types of forking attack, and demonstrates 
[)lag where the name came from-the Jobbing 

prongs of a two pronged fork. Find the Pawn 
move for white that delivers this type of 
double attack by one chess piece. 

Knight fork Because of its move pattern, the Knight tends to be the most difficult piece 
to anticipate. This rs one reason a double attack by a Knight is more likely to surpnse the 
enemy than forking attempts with more obvious pieces. 

Diagram No. 6 shows a position where both the block King and �he block Rook can be 
subjected to a forking attack by a white 
Knight. Can you find the move? 

Select PART 6 for o demonstration of 
the "solution". 

The strongest type of "forking" attack 
involves the King as one of those under 
attack. The first consideration must be given 
to the safety of the King, often leaving the 
other hapless chess piece to the attacker's 
whim. In this example, which is a typical 
threat arising out of many common opening 
lines of ploy, the white Knight, by attacking 
both the King and the Rook (B5-C7 check), 

hos a golden opportunity to make a very advantageous capture. 

Additional note: Even if black manages to block the escape of the Knight with subsequent 
Pawn moves, the Knight has been well used in this venture. 

Piece exchange sets up a fork. In this example, the fork is not so easily arrived at. 

Select PART 4 to see the answer, along with 
the consequences 

Additional note: The demonstration 
shows the best move for white. Under the 
circumstances, the best white con do is to 
"proiecr the white Rook, and capture the 
block Bishop ofter it captures the Rook. 
Block loses a Bishop, but the exchange of 
pieces on a value-for-value basis is very 
much in block's favor A B C D E F G H 
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Additional note: This particular position has a few more complications White cannot 
move the Rook at Al away from this file because block could then capture the white 
Knight ( l ... A5xA4 ). White could then "trade" Rooks with 2 C4xA4 A6xA4, but the end 
r�sult is that white still loses a Knight White's Rook at C4 must stay on the 4th rank for 
�1m1lor r�as?ns. Thus white's Rooks ore "tied down" to the defense of his Knight, who 
in return rs tied down to the blocking defense of the Rook at Al 

Select PART 3 for a demonstration of the consequences if either the white Knight moves, c one of the white Rooks moves. 

"X-RAY ATTACK" This is sort of a "reverse pin" in that the first piece in the line of attack is 
the more valuable and hos to be moved, exposing a lesser chess piece that may be captured 

Diagram No. 4 shows a position with a potential for trouble for white Can you find the 
move for block that reveals on "x-rov" 
attack? 

F?RK A "fork" is. �here one chess piece can simultaneously attack two enemy chess 
pieces (that, odd1tionolly, cannot capture the attacking piece) Since the enemy con only 
move one of_the chess pieces away on the next move, a forking type of attack gives you the opportunity to capture one of the enemy's chess pieces 

Especially in a game between two beginners, it is common to see chess pieces that can 
be moved into "simple" positions. that are very powerful, but the player does not recognize this fact and lets slip on opportunity for capturing material. The "fork" con be one of these basic "positions of power" 
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Additional note: Notice that black cannot immediately ploy the Bishop: l .... E5-D4 
check, since white can simply reply: 2. C5xD4. lrs hard to fork a Bishop with a Bishop! Select PART 9 for a demonstration of the 

solution. 
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An Over1oaded Piece If one of your chess pieces is protecting more than one of your other 
chess pieces, it can be "overloaded" by attacking mreots on these "protected" pieces. 

The winning play is to move the black 
Knight: l .... D4-E2 check. The Knight 

moves in to attack the white King, and in so doing reveals another attack on the King from 
the lurking black Queen ( a double check). The Knight may easily be token with the Rook, 
but the attack on the King from the black Queen still remains. Therefore, the only possibility 
for white is to move the King: 2. G 1-H 1. 

Additional note: Now the tricky part begins. Because of the "other" check (by the Queen), 
the Knight is safe from immediate capture, and may make another move. By moving the 
Knight to attack the King again (E2-G3), there is checkmate. The Pawn at H2 cannot 
capture the Knight because it is "pinned" by the block Rook at H6 (remember "pin"?), 
and the "escape" square for the King, Gl, is still attacked by the black Queen. So, 
checkmate! 

Diagram No. 9 (black to move) shows how a double check can result in the checkmate 
of an enemy King. This position shows 
block in a seemingly hopeless position. 
White, if it were his turn to move, could 
take block's Queen (A5xB6), block's Knight 
(C3xD4), the Rook with G4xH6 (check), or 
the Pawn with A2xF7 ( check). Despite these 
threats, black can checkmate white in 2 
moves, using a double ( and a discovered) 
check as the weapon. Can you find the 
solution? 

oouble Check is another powerful tool. In a double check, there are two pieces that attack 
the King, and me capture of only one of th.em would not relieve the thre?t to ttle King. This 
means that the King must be moved, leaving the two attacking chess pieces to move or 
capture at wi II. 

Select PART 7 for the solution. 

In this position, black can win a piece with 
Knight takes Bishop (1 .... E6xC5). If white 
recaptures with his Rook: 2 Cl xC5, then 
black moves the Bishop: 2 .... E5-D4 checl 
forking the white King at Gl and the white 
Rook at C5. After white moves his King, 
black will capture: 3 .... D4xC5, winning 
the white Rook. 

Select PART 8 for a demonstration of the 
solution. 

Additional note: White may play E5-C6 
(check). White will be able to capture the 
black Queen (C6xD8) ofter black gets out of 
check. If black plays: l .... D8-E7, white con 
capture the Queen with C6xE7. 
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Diagram No. 7 Can you find the move for black that can win a piece by threatening a for . 
with the Block Bishop that is lurking two 
moves away? 

Diagram No. 8 In the following position, white has a move that will result in a discovered 
check on the black King. The power of this 
type of move is highlighted by white's ability 
to then capture an important piece. 

Discovered Check A discovered check is where a "non-threatening" chess piece is movec 
to reveal another chess piece that can attack the enemy King. The piece mot is uncovered 
is always either the Bishop, Rook, or Queen. Only their long range, straight line attacking 
power makes this kind of "surprise" possible. 

A 8 C D E F G H 
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Diagram No. 10 shows such a position. Can you find the move by white that will exploit 
the "overloaded" black Rook? 

Select PART 12 for a demonstration of the 
solution. 

7 

5 

Diagram No. 12 In the following example, the white Bishop has "painted itself rnto a 
corner" with its prior moves. Can you find 
the Pawn move for black that will attack the 
Bishop at A4? If so, can you visualize the 
only retreating move for the white Bishop, 
and the final attacking move by black? 

Remember that checkmate is the overriding goal. Here are some examples that can occur 
in what is still called the middle game (you don't have to wait for the "endgame" for a 
mate) 

CHECKMATE IN THE MIDDLE GAME 

Additional note: Notice that whi!e was unable t? play: 3. G l -H l. because H l is attacked 
by the black Bishop on C6 White's moves besides 2 F2xG3 also suffer 2. El-G2 rs 
answered by 2 ... G3-H2 (check); 3 Gl xH2 G6�G2 (checkmate), or, 3 Gl-Hl G6xG2 
(checkmate). A "waiting" move such as 2. Al-Bl 1s countered by: 2 .... G3-F4 (a 
··discovered" check), 3. El-G2 G6xG2 (checkmate). The only move that staves off 
,mmed1ate checkmate is· 2 F2-F3 to which black also replies 2 . G3-F4 (check); 
3 (any move) F4xC1 (winning the white Queen). 

TRAPPED PIECE A "trapped" piece is one that finds itself running out of squares to retreat 
to. Even though not under "heavy" attack from powerful enemy pieces, the trapped piece 
all of a sudden finds itself ... trapped! This situation is not limited to Bishops (as demon 
strated below), but can include Knights. Rooks, and even the Queen (this is one of the 
dangers in brrnging the Queen out onto a "crowded" board) 

3 Additional note: 1 87-85 will attack the 
Bishop. If white ignores the attack, black will 
jump at the chance to capture (2. 

B5xA4) If white does the only obvious 
A s c o e F G H thing and retreats the Bishop (2. A4-B3), 

block can then press on with his Pawns to 
2 C5-C4 Once again white's Bishop is 

attacked by a black Pawn. Black will win the Bishop in exchange for his Pa:"'n. Two . 
possible lines of play are: 3. B3xC4 B5xC4 or 3. 0-0 C4xB3; 4. A2xB3. This final senes 
shows white resigned to losing the piece, and going ahead with his development 
(castling) 

Select PART 10 for the solution. 

In this positron. block's Rook at 07 is 
"overloaded". it must defend both the 
Bishop at 05 and the Pawn at E7. White 
may exploit this by playing Rook takes 
B1shop(l Olx05). 

Additional note: If black recaptures with the 
Rook, l .... 07x05, white responds with th 
other Rook, 2. E2xE7 checkmate (Rook 
takes Pawn, and is then protected from 
capture by the white Bishop) Srnce this 
would be worse, white wins a full Bishop b1 
focusing on the overloaded Rook. 

Select PART 11 for a demonstration of the 
solution 

In this position, black has a Queen and two 
Bishops aimed at white's vulnerable King 
sice He can now break through white's 
defenses by attacking with the Bishop ( l. 
.. C7xG3). This removes one of the white 
Pawns defending his King If white plays the 
"natural" recapture: 2. F2xG3, then black 
continues: 2 .... G6xG3 (check); 3. El- 
G2 G3xG2 (checkmate) 

A 8 C O E F G H 
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Diagram No. 11 shows a sacrifice by black that has as its goal to break through white's 
defenses around the King Can you see it? 

Sacrifice A sacrifice is where a player seemingly gives up a chess piece with no chance o 
recapture and make up the loss. A sacrifice is a very noble thing, and can form the basic 
foundation of an ingenious attack. One type of sacrifice is found in some opening lines 01 
play, where a Pawn is left unprotected. If the opponent takes the Pawn, you can gain some 
positional ground in developing your pieces. Another common type of sacrifice aims at 
the enemy King Here the intent is more insidious 
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Some Specific Procedures 

Simple Checkmate. Black has been careless. and now white can checkmate in one mo 
Con you find 11? e 

Diagram No. 13 A simple checkmate in the middle game. 

Fourth, since the King's army has been whittled down substantially, his rnojesfv usually 
must now toke an active role in fighting the bottle. This becomes possible as never before 
because the opponents army is reduced also, allowing the King to move out-and-about to 
o much greater degree. The level of danger is usually low enough for the King to more or 
less fend for himself. The King does not necessarily go on an attacking rampage-rather, 
the King can often become an important "protector" of his remrnning forces, especially the 
slow moving Pawns (which are subjected to attacks from the opponents pieces). 

Third, along the same line, any Pawns that may be left ore a constant threat (because of 
their queening" ability) A "new" Queen on the board at this time is usually devastating, 
and most often results in a quick win for the player who manages to accomplish this first 
You will find that your remaining Pawns ore much more effective 1f you keep them 
"linked" - with one protected by another 

Filth, you will find that you need to know how to checkmate the opponent with a minimal 
amount of power. Many games finally come down to a King on one side, and a King and 
one or two pieces on the other Even though one side has a clear advantage, there can be 
problems in making the lone King "cooperate" This King is running for his life. and can 
be frustratingly elusive. Remember that for a checkmate, the King must be both in check, 
and unable to get to a safe square. On an open board, there can be a lot of "safe" 
squares' 

second, if you have managed to gain a material advantage earlier in the game, you 
con finally get a real chance to use this superiority An "extra" piece (one more than the 
opponent) in the endgame becomes worth much more than in any other time in the game. 

First, the game seems "quieter" There are fewer complications, and you ore able to 
foresee attacks on your King, for instance, much more clearly 

The "endgarne" is reached (eventually) 1f there has been no successful mating attack 
earlier in the game ( of course). By this point, most of the pieces have been captured 
(usually including both of the Queens)-leaving only the two Kings, up to one or two 

pieces for each side, and often one or more Pawns. 

Several things become very apparent in the endgame. Select PART 13 for a demonstration of the 
solution. 

White can move the Queen from D3-H7 
checkmate On H7 the Queen attacks the 
block King. The King may not capture the 
Queen because it would put him in check 
from the white Bishop on C2 Nor has blo 
any other piece that can capture the white 
Queen. All squares that the block King cou.o 
move to ore either blocked by his own 
pieces. or are attacked by the white Queer 
or Bishop. 

Select PART 14 to see the possible result 1f 
black captures a white Knight. 
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Diagram No. 14 The final position in this chapter does not show an attacking pattern mo: 
is on the "tactical usr", but shows where tr e 
threat of a mote can sometimes serve to 
protect an otherwise "Iost" piece. 

Additional note: In this position, white's 
Knights ore both attacked· the one on B3 b· 
block's Rook. and the one on 03 by the 
Bishop. The white Pawn on C2 defends bot 1 
Knights, but is "overloaded" It cannot 
adequately protect both Knights at the some 
time. Thus black may try to win a piece by 
l .... G6xD3; 2. C2xD3 B8xB3. But white 
then hos a saving move with his Rook: 3 

A 1-AB ( check) This puts the block King in check. 

Noti�e that the King ca�not move off of his back rank because his own pawns hem him 
in. His only move rs to interpose his own Rook: 3 .... B3-B8. White may then capture· 
4 A8xB8 (checkmate) So white's threat of a "back rank mate" indirectly defends his 
Knight on 83 Notice that 1f the black Pawn an H7 were on H6 instead, white would no 
longer have the mate threat, and his Knight really would be in danger. 
78 

Sixth (and finally), you may find that although the board seems to be much simpler in 
many respects, the play in the endgame may take on more subtle aspects and may even 
Prove to be the most difficult (and longest) part of the game. Knowing when and how to 
do What can make all the difference 
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STALEMATE 

Select PART 2 to see the demonstration. 

H G F E B C O A 
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otagram No. 2 (black to move) shows another "simplification" of a winning advantage. 
In this position, black has a comfortable 
material advantage of an extra Bishop. He 
now has an opportunity to swap his Bishop 
for white's Knight by playing 1 .... D5xF3. 
After white recaptures 2. G2xF3, black has 
an easy win. With the help of his extra 
Knight, the black King will easily be able to 
outmaneuver the white King and attack and 
capture white's King-side Pawns. Then a 
black Pawn can be advanced and promoted 
to a Queen. Black could still accomplish 
this if he left white's Knight on the board, 
but the process would be more complicated 
and tedious since black would have to 
watch out for any threats that the Knight 
could create while it was still able to 
hop around the board. 

Simplify. _1� you gain a material advantage in a game, unless you have clear checkmating 
opporfunlnes. you should try to get to the endgame as quickly as possible. Once in the 
endg�me, your advantage is multiplied in value, and you have a better chance of seeing 
�e winning possibilities than on a board where the opponent still has a number of strong 
p1e�es (you also have less of? chance of "blundering" into getting checkmated). For the 
beginner in particular, s1mpl1fying a "winning" game by exchanging pieces of equal value 
can prove an important strategy. 

In summary: 

l '. Don't "give_ away" any of your Pawns earlier in the game (without a definite plan in 
mind that Justifies it). 
2. Try t? come _into the endgame with some advantage in material. 
3. Don t be !1m1d about using your King. He has suddenly become a valuable component 
of your "active" army. 
4. Learn the basic ideas _for checkmating with the least amount of power. If you do not 
understand how to do this, you may only draw (tie) a game that you could otherwise w 
(remember the "50 move rule" listed under "Draw" in the RULES OF THE GAME). in 

Select CH6 on the TUTOR menu before continuing. 

EXCHANGING PIECES TO GET TO THE ENDGAME 

The greater the advantage in power on one side, the greater the possibilities for a 
stalemate. In the endgame it is very possible for one side to find that it has no legal 
moves, even though there is no check on the King. This position is called a stalemate. The 
game is over, and is scored as a draw (see RULES OF THE GAME for details). A stalemate 
can occur under many circumstances, and one side does not necessarily have to be 
"ahead" in the game. Stalemate can be a "trap" for beginners (and very experienced 
players). If you find yourself ahead in the endgame, but are not confident in your ability to 
checkmate the opponent with the pieces at your disposal, it is understandable that you 
would go ahead and promote as many Pawns as you could. You may then find yourself 
With one, two, or even more Queens to play with, and a win seems assured. But wait! 
All of a sudden you have not won the game after all, but have merely ended up with a 
draw-a stalemate-because you have not left your opponent any moves. The best advice 
under these circumstances is to always make a move that will at least "check" the enemy 
King. In so doing, a stalemate will be avoided (and a checkmate may be found). 

There ore many more "humble" examples of stalemate, and on more than one occasion 
a player in a losing position has discovered a way to force a stalemate, thereby turning a 
lost game into a draw. 

Select PART l for a demonstration of this 
"simplified" type of win. 
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Diagram No. l (white to move) shows a position where white is ahead, but black has a 
powerful Rook. This can greatly complicate 
the "win" by white. With accurate play, 
white could move the Queen away, and 
eventually promote his Pawn. With skillful 
play, white could also manage to out 
maneuver the black Rook and capture it 
or checkmate the black King. However, 
V.:hite has an easier method by just trading 
his Queen for the black Rook immediately 
and then promoting his Pawn to a Queen. 
Then the white King and Queen can easily 
drive the lone black King to a corner or 
edge of the board and checkmate it. 
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A Smothered Mate 

Select PART 3 to see the only "saving" move by white. 

Select PART 4 for a demonstration of the 
solution. 

3 

5 

6 

l)klgram No. 4 (white to move and mote in five). Con you find the sequence or moves by 
white that will checkmate the block King in 
five moves? As a hint m 'multiple move" 
problems or this type always look tor 
"forced moves" This is a type of move 
where the opponent hos no choice, or rs 
very restricted A forced move only occurs 
when the King is directly attacked (check), 
and the rules of the game severely I mit the 
opponent in the possible course of action. 

A a c o E F G H Additional note: White con execute a very 
pretty cornbmonon to checkmate black in 
five moves (or less, if blacks permits) The 

sequence of moves rs. 1. F3-D5 (check) G8-H8; 2. G5-F7 (check) H8-G8, 3. F7-H6 
(check) G8 H8, 4 D5-G8 (check) A8xG8. 5. H6-F7 (checkmate) In the final position, 
black is in check from the white Knight. The block King is "smothered" by his own Rook 
and Pawns which cut off his escape Note that 1f black plays G8-F8 at moves 1 or 3, 
white will ploy D5-F7 (checkmate) 

G H D E A B C 
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Diagram No. 3 (block to move) shows a position where while appears to be in big 
trouble he hos only o Rook against bloc 
Oueen and Bishop. In occmon. block rs 
threatening immedicte checkmate by 
moving his Queen to G2 or Fl But white 
hos o saving move Con you find 11? The 
ingenious solution to white's dilemma m 
the face ot total defeat is 1 E8 H8 (check, 
Block rs in check and hos no choice but 
capture the white Rook. 1 . . H7xH8 But 
now white hos no legal moves, and, since 
he is not in check. the game rs o draw by 
stalemate White hos "sacrificed" his Roo� 
tor a drown game' This snuotron comes 
in one form or another, Just often enough 
to warrant watching out tor 1t. 

A "smothered" mate occurs where a King is under direct attack, but cannot escape 
because he 1s blocked by his own pieces Smothered motes ore actually more common 
in the middle game (because there are more pieces to do the 'smother·ng ). Because 
ot their leaping move, the Knight is a fovonte candidate to attack the King while he is 
surrounded by his protectors, who in this case leave no avenue for escape. The following 
example rs presented here because o) it rs a little complicated (there are five "forced" 
moves leading to the mote), and b) this pornculor example tokes place with o minimum 
ot pieces left in ploy As a form ot checkmate the smothered mote certainly bears 
remembennq=u ts o case of your opponents chess pieces actually helping you win 
the game' 
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The procedure for successfully Queening a lone Pawn with a King as its only guardian 
rs not at all obvious. and con be very valuable knowledge since 1t rs a situation you may 
encounter often. The exact positions in which you will find the pieces will vary from gom1 
to game. By remembering the general ideas (which ore mostly very similar), you should 
be able to accomplish any of these motes 

Note: In these examples, white always hos the supenor force, and block is the lone King 
that is being checkmated. 

l. King + 2 Rooks. Select PART 5 to see the demonstration This checkmate is very easy 
The simplest method doesn't use the King at all. One Rook checks the block King on a 
rank or file, while the other Rook is on the adjacent rank or file preventing the block King 
from moving bock toward the center of the board. Then the Rooks reverse roles. Thus the\ 
alternate checking the King and cutting off the escape squares The block King rs pushed 
rank by rank (or file by file) to the edge of the board If at any point the block King attacks 
one of the Rooks ( as in move 4 on the demonstration), that Rook Just moves away to the 
other end of the rank or file it is "holding". 

2. King + Queen. Select PART 6 for the demonstration The white King and Queen 
cooperate to dnve the block King to an edge of the board and checkmate him. Once the 
block King is on on edge (file or rank) the Queen should be on the adjacent file ( or rank) 
to keep the block King from escaping the edge The white King should be on the next file 
(or rank) inward Note that very few checking moves ore needed before checkmate. 

3. King + l Rook. Select PART 7 for the demonstration. The white King and Rook coopercre 
to drive the block King to a corner of the board and checkmate him Sometimes the King I 

driven first to on edge of the board. and from there to a comer. Once the block King is on 
the edge (file or rank), the white Rook 1s best placed on the oojocent file (or rank) to keep 
the block King from escaping from the edge. The white King would be on the next file (or 
rank) inward When the white King cuts off the block King's escape from the edge, the 
Rook con be moved to the edge itself to checkmate Sometimes a "waiting" move is 
needed, as in 12 E7-E6 (a ·waiting' move in this case is where the Rook must 'pull 
bock" from the close-in attack, to "welt" for the block King to move in another direction). 
Note that few checking moves ore required in the whole process. 
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4 King + 2 Bishops. Select PART 8 for the demonstration The white King and Bishops 
d�ive the black King to a corner of the board to checkmate hi� T�e white pieces must 
coordinate carefully to avoid letting the bloc� King out of the net". This rs more d1.fficu.1t 
man with King + Rook or King + Queen. Notice of the final few moves that the white King 
keeps the block King pinned to the edge while the Bishops cut off adjacent squares on 
me edge-forcing the block King square by square into the corner 

5. King + 1 Pawn. Select PART 9 for the demonstration. This ending is very common. 
A Pawn advantage in the endgame is often enough to win the game, and some games 
between master players" ore conceded on this basis without even bothering to ploy 
the game to its finish 

Most of us, however, will have to ploy the game out to its bitter end, and if you don't know 
how to do 1t. you may get in trouble 

With a King and Pawn ending, there is a "riqht" way and a "wrong way". With improper 
ploy, this "won" ending con end in a draw. You will be given examples of both the right 
and the wrong techniques 

White, with careful ploy, can promote his Pawn to a Queen and win. But he must not 
make the mistake of playing: 1 E2-E4. If he does so black con draw (by stalemate! It does 
not always toke a lot of power to "fall into" stalemate). The correct technique is for white 
to keep his King ahead of his Pawn, outmoneuvenng the black King and creating a path 
for the Pawn to advance all the way to the eighth rank. White makes frequent use of the 
"opposition", which arises when two Kings are two squares apart (minimum distance) on 
the same rank or file, and one must give way to allow the other King to advance. 

PART 9 shows the correct sequence of moves by white which leads to mote Select PART 9X 
for a demonstration of what con happen if white foils to ploy this out correctly, and ends 
up with a draw by stalemate, instead of the possible win. 
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A B C D E F G H 

Diagram 78. 
White to move and mate. 
Answer: F7-D5 (checkmate) 

Diagram 58. 
White to move and check black 
Answer: E5-G6 ( check). There are many correct 
answers. All that must be done is to move the 
Knight out of the way of the Bishop (note that 
03-84 and 03-F2 are "double" checks). 

Diagram 48. 
White to move and check black. 
Answer: D6-F8 ( check). There are many correct 
answers. As long as the Bishop moves out of 
the way of the Rook, it does not really matter 
which square it moves to. 

A B C D E F G H 
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Diagram 38. 
White to move and check black. 
Answer: D3-C5 ( check) 

Diagram 28. 
White to move and check black. 
Answer: H3-Fl (check) 

The following l l diagrams give the board positions and the correct moves for the "extra 
problems that appear on the screen (in CH2) after the demonstrations end. Each position 
is labeled with the same number as its "sister" problem in Chapter Two, with the additior 
of a "B". 
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8 Diagram 98. Diagram 128. 
White to move and mate. 8 White to move and mate 7 Answer H8-A l (checkmate) Answer: B2-C4 (checkmate) 

6 
6 

5 
5 

4 
4 

3 
3 

'} 
2 

A 8 c 0 E F G H 
A B c D E 

8 Diagram 108. Diagram 138. 
White to move and mate. White to move and mate. 
Answer· F3-F4 (checkmate) All of white's Answer E5xD6 (checkmate) 
pieces (and the black Pawn) block the black 

5 King's escape 

4 

3 

'} 

A B c 0 E G H A B c D E F G H 

II II Diagram 11 8. 
8 Diagram 148. 

White to move and mote White to move and mate . 7 •• Answer 07xC8 (checkmate) The Pawn Answer B2xF6 (checkmate) 
6 rs "queened", putting a whole new light 6 

on things 
5 

3 

2 

A 8 c 0 E G H 
F G H 
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INDEX 

ADVICE. function of 6. 24 
Accessed with lhe "A· command 24 
Not ovouoble ct all levels of ploy 24 
Nol ova loble Wllh MANUAL 32 

Algebraic notonon tor listing moves 
Descno o 22 
Recorded ( see LIST) 

Arrow keys, use ,, 5 
AUTO. nmcnon of 15. 17, 24 
BACK. function of 12-13, 24-25 
Bishop, on-screen demonstroton and 

practice 41, 43 
+BOARD. funcno ·f 6 12, 25 
Capturing chess pieces 38-42 
Castling 19. 55 
CH. Chapter entries, nmcnon of 37 

To use with the tutorial program 43-44 
CHANGE, function 116. 25-26 

Problems m leaving CHANGE 26 
Special constraints 26 
Use of CLEAR 26 

"CHECK' messog 44 
Check. rules for 20 

On-screen demonstration and practice 
46-54 

Tutorial Chapter 2 46-48 
Checkmate 

On-screen dernonstronon and practice 
49-54 

Rules for 20 
Tutorial Chapter 2 47-54 

Chess pieces (se uusnonon, p 18) 
On-screen demonstrolion ond practice, 

Tutorial Chapter l 
CHESS to ploy bolh sides (see AUTO and SWITCH) 
Chess problems. creating your own 

(see CHANGE) 
Practice problems. Chapter l solutions lo 86 

Classic openings (see Opening m ves. classic 
CLEAR, occurring Wllh CHANGE 26 
Color to move next. changing (se= SWITCH) 
Control of lhe center 

(see Opening moves. principles) 
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CURSOR, function of 27, 44 
Control by arrow keys 8. 27 
Control by paddle 8, 27 

Demonstration. lo end 43 
Demonslrotion. to "freeze" 43 
Development cit pieces 

(see Opening moves. principles) 
D1ogonol, def1ni·1on of 20 

Discovered" checks 48-49, 74 
DISK ERROR message 5 
Drow. three oenrunons of 21 
Endgame. Tutorial Chapter 6 79-85 

Importance of rernor · g powns 79 
"Minimal motenot" moles 83-85 
"Srnomered mote 82 
Stolemole oossounes 81 
Use of sirnphflcotion 80-81 

En possont. rut tor 21. 55-56 
Erasure or move entries (see CHANGE) 35 
EXIT?, nmcnon t 35, 27 

Appears only during fulonol 
demonstrat •n 35 

Leaving or connnuinq stopped 
demonstration 35, 43 

Experiment with using pieces 
(see Chapter 1 41-45) 

FEATURES DICTIONARY 24-36 
File. definilion of 22 
FLIP tunct m of 9, 27 
• Fool's Mote" (see Opening moves, p1tfolls) 
AGAME, function of 27 
Gome in proqre ·s ioss of 

(see RESTART one PRACTICE) 
Gome in pr· gre return ti 1 35 
INWARD. function of 27 

Accessed with lhe " commend 27 
King. on screen cemonsfronon and 

practice 42-43 
Knight, on -creer oernonsironon and 

practice 40-41. 43 

-- - 

LEVEL, tunct101 of 28-29. 6 
Availability of ADVICE of different 

skill levrls 28 
Levels available 28-29 

Introductory (0 l 2) 
Intermediate (3, 4, 5. 6) 
Advanced (7. 8. 9) 

OPENING LIBRARY related to LEVEL 29 
Selecting skill level 28 
Time per ·nove. by skill lev- I 28 

ust tuncti on of 29-30 
otsoopeororce of (see RESTART and PRPCTICE) 

tosinq posinon, how to see 11 CHESS can 
improve it (see SWITCH) 

Loss o' gar"• ,n progress 
(see RESTART and PRPCTICE) 

Mote problems (see CHANGE) 
Message line 4 
MANUAL, function of 14-17, 30-31 
MENU. function of 31 

To get from main menu to tutorial menu 31 
Middle gam principles Tut, 1nal 

Chapter 5 68- 78 
Middle game. tocncs Tutorial 

Chapter 5 68- 78 
Simple Capture 69- 70 
P1erc1ng Attack 

The Pin 70- 72 
The X ray 72 

The Fork 72- 74 
Knight Fork 73 
Double Attack 74 

Discovered Check 74 
Double Check 75 
An Overloaded Piece 75- 76 
Socnfice 76- 77 
Trapped Piece 77 

Index 

Moves. 10 CHESS 
Algebraic notation for 22 
Changtng your mind about which piece 

to move (see BACK) 
Creating your own chess problems 

(see CHANGE) 
How to move a piece 6, 10-11, 39-45 
Legal and I lega1 moves 10 
Move-by move review of moves made 

(see REPLAY) 
Moves from the OPENING LIBRARY 31 
Moves suggested by CHESS (see ADVICE) 
Pieces, squares affected by any piece 

(see OUTWARD) 
Pieces. squares under attack (Si'° INWARD) 
Recording a game's moves (see LIST) 
Replay of entire game (see RERUN) 
Special moves 

Castling 19, 55 
En passont 21. 55-56 
Pawn promotion 22. 52. 80 

Starttng a new game (see RESTART) 
Strong opening moves (see OPENING LIBRARY 

and Opening moves) 
"Taking bock a move (see BACK) 

Moves. opening (see Opening moves) 
Movt1s possible w11h chess pieces 39-42 
Moves, special 

'En possonr" 21, 55-56 
Castltng 19, 42. 55 

"Movies" of chess moves 43 
Notation, algebraic 

Described 22 
Recorded. see LIST 

Notation, descriptive 18 
OPENING LIBRARY 31 
Opening line of ploy, selecting one to play 60 
Opening lines of ploy. demonstration 60-67 
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Opening moves, crossc Tutorial 
Chapter 4 57-67 
"French Defense" 61 -62 
Coro-Konn Defense· 62 

"Four Knights" 62 
'Giuoco Piano" 62-63 
Ruy Lopez 63-64 
'Sicilian Defense 64 
"Queen's Gambit Declined" 64-65 

Reh''65-66 
English 66 

Opening moves. pitfalls Tutorial 
Chapter 4 57-67 
"Fool's Mate" 67 
"scnotors Mote" 67 

Opening moves. principles Tutorial 
Chapter 4 57-67 
Control of the center 57-58 
Development of pieces 58-59 

SOPTION, function of 32 
OUlWARD, function of 32 

Accessed from keyboard 32 
Paddle controllers, use explained 8-9 
PART, function of 32 
"PART P", ploying a game with a 

selected opening 60 
Constraints on returning to game 60 

Pawn, on-screen demonsnonon and 
practice 40, 43 

Pawn promotion. rules tor 22, 39 
Examples of 52, 80 

Pieces, chess (see Illustration, p 18) 
Ply, levels of search, explained 32 
PRICTICE, function of 32, 44-45, 57 

Leaving the • practice mode 45 
Game in progress erased by selecting 

PRACTICE 57 
Problems, chess, construction of (see CHANGE) 
PROGRAM, function of 14-17, 32-33 
Queen, on-screen demonstration and 

practice 42-43 
Queening, rules for 22 
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QUICK START 6 
QUIT, function of 33 
Rank, denrunon of 23 
Relative value of chess pieces 39 
REPLAY, function of 6, 13-14, 33 
RERUN. function of 13-14, 33 
RESTART, function of 6. 13-14, 34 

Erasing moves 6 
RESUME, function of 6, 13-14, 34 
RETURN<!:), function of 5, 8-17 
Return to game in progress ofter PRACTICE 2 
Return from tutorial chapters to main menu 

(see MAME) 
Returning to normal playing mode 

From TUTOR 35 
Rook. on-screen demonstration and 

practice 42-43 
RULES OF PLAY, Tutorial Chapters 1-3 

Moving and capturing chess pieces 39-45 
Movies of possible moves by pieces 43 

Check and checkmate 49-54 
RULES OF THE GAME 19-23 
"Scnolors Mate" (see Opening moves. pitfalls) 
Sklll levels (see LEVEL) 
' Smothered" mote 82 
Special moves (see Moves. special) 
Stalemate 23, 81 
STEP-BY-STEP guide 8-17 
STOP?, function of 5 
SWITCH, function ol 14-17, 34 
Tactics used in play (see Middle game, tactics) 
THINGS EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW 5 
Time per move 28 
Tournament time regulollons 29 
+TUTOR, function of 34-36, 43-45 

Unked to instructional chapters 34-35 
Returning lo o game in progress 35 
To gel from main menu lo tutonol menu 31 

NOTES 
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LIMITED WARRANTY 
This manual and the saf1wore described in this manual are sold "f>S IS", without worronty as to 
their performance The entire risk as to the quality on.d performance of the software is assumed 
by the user The user, and not the manufacturer, distributor or retailer assumes the enitre cost of 
all necessary seivicing, repair, or correction and any incidental or consequential damages 
However, to the original purchaser only, Odesto warrants that the disk on which the program is 
recorded shall be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and 
service for a period of ninety (90) days from the dote of purchase. If during this period a defect in 
the disk should occur, the disk may be returned to Odesto or to on authorized Odesto dealer, and 
Odesto will replace or repair the disk at Odesto's option without charge to you Your sole and 
exclusive remedy in the event of a defect is expressly limited to replacement or repair of the disk 
as provided above To provide proof that you ore the original purchaser please complete and 
moil the enclosed Owner Warranty cord to Odesta 
tffoilure of the disk, in the judgment of Odesto, resulted from accident, abuse, or misapplication 
of the disk, then Odesto shall hove no responsibility to replace or repair the disk under the terms 
of this warranty. 
If the disk becomes defective (according to the terms above) ofter the above ninety (90) day 
period, return the damaged disk to Odesto along with $5 00 plus $2.50 for postage and 
handling, and Odesto will provide you with a replacement disk. 
The above warranties for QOOds ore in lieu of all other express warranties and no implied 
worronnes of merchontob1hty and fitness for a particular purpose or any other worronty 
obligation on the port of Odesto shall lost longer than ninety (90) days Some states do not 
allow hmitonons on how tong on imp I ied worronty lasts, so the above llm1totion may not apply 
to you. In no event shall Odesto or anyone else who hos been involved in the creation and 
production of this software be liable for indirect, special, or consequential damages, such as, 
but not limited to, loss of anticipated profits or benefits resulting from the use of this software, or 
on sing out of any breach of this warranty Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of 
1nc1dentol or consequential damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you. This 
warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also hove other rights which vary from 
state to state. 
The user of this product shall be entitted to use the product for his or her own use, but shall not be 
ent1t1ed to sell or transfer reproductions of the sof1wore or manual to other parties in any way. 
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